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The Long View

The digital enterprise
found, other digital technologies
execute strategic changes quickly.
(The article on intelligent processes
begins on page 12.)
The second characteristic of this
new world of work: a significantly
more precise, analytics-based
approach to the key factors that
impact on workforce performance
than is typically found in most
organizations today. These analytics
capabilities can lead to far more
effective talent decisions.
Pierre Nanterme
Chief Executive Officer
Accenture
Business and government leaders
are on the threshold of the next
great wave of change that will help
them break free from traditional
approaches to the organization of
work and the management of talent.
The impact of these changes on
HR strategy and the way companies
are run will be profound. This is
the subject of “The future of work,”
a special two-part report in this
issue of Outlook.
There are two powerful forces at
play here. Both are enabled by the
explosion of digital technologies.
The first phenomenon is the
emergence of intelligent processes.
By introducing the ability to
continuously sense internal
operations and external market
conditions, to analyze the variations
and trade-offs quickly and then
to adapt faster and more efficiently,
digitally enabled intelligent processes
help organizations identify
opportunities for improvement.
And once such an opportunity is

The highest-value talent analytics
involves harnessing Big Data—
the ability to crunch numbers in
variables, volumes and combinations
far beyond the human mind’s ability
to perform—in an effort to better
correlate HR strategy with business
objectives. (The article on talent
analytics begins on page 20.)
The implications for leaders are
critical. To capitalize on the potential
of these digital technologies, they not
only need to invest in new skills and,
in many cases, to rethink how their
organizations are run. They must
also embrace and learn about the
new technologies so they can become
effective advocates for change.
Our organizations are only as good
as the people we employ. As you
approach the daily challenge of
creating a top-performing workforce,
I hope you find the information
in these articles useful.
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How to boost capital
project performance
By Omar Abbosh, James Arnott and Michael Grady

With as much as $60 trillion in future spending expected across the resources
industries, many companies continue to struggle to deliver projects on time,
within budget and in line with original design specifications. A new Accenture
study argues that in these industries—where cost overruns regularly reach into
the billions—leaders need to reassess their project execution capabilities.
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Above the Arctic Circle, workers are toiling
to build a 300-mile pipeline that will run from
Siberian oil fields to Purpe in northern Russia.
Begun in 2012, the project is scheduled to be completed in three stages
by late 2015 at an estimated cost of
$3.8 billion.
This is just one among a host of
projects that are planned around
the globe in the next 15 years or so
by companies in the utilities, energy, metals, mining and chemicals
industries. By some estimates, they
represent a total investment of $60
trillion—more than the combined
2012 GDP of the European Union,
the United States, China, Japan,
Brazil, Russia and India. With the
stakes so high, getting these projects
right is especially critical.
Other industries make large capital
investments, of course. Telecom
players worldwide are currently
investing billions as they introduce
high-speed mobile 4G technology
or build fiber-optic fixed networks,
and the global automotive industry
routinely spends massive amounts
to retool existing plants or build
new ones.
But delivering capital projects on
time and on budget is proving more
difficult than ever in sectors like
energy and chemicals. The reasons
center on today’s riskier, rapidly
evolving business environment. For
example, nearly two-thirds of this
money will be spent in less developed countries, which can make
many aspects of a venture more
difficult. Projects are also growing
larger and more complex; meanwhile, commodity markets and the
broader macroeconomic environment have become more volatile
and uncertain.
6
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A shortage of experienced talent
adds to the challenge, especially
as more projects are centered in
remote areas, where skilled labor
is sometimes used for the wrong
tasks. For instance, engineers
might have to push paper, filling
out forms required by headquarters
rather than engaging in critical
development and problem-solving
activities. And all this is happening
against a backdrop of regulations
and national policies that are
constantly subject to change.
This is the picture that emerges
from an Accenture multi-industry
capital investment research initiative
that involved 101 executives in
oil and gas, chemicals, metals,
mining and utilities in more than
25 countries (see sidebar, page 10).
Among the other findings: Just
over a third of respondents reported
that their companies remained
within 25 percent of their approved
budgets for all projects.
That means almost two-thirds
missed the mark by that amount
at a minimum—and sometimes by
much more. When spread across the
anticipated $60 trillion outlay on
capital projects that these industries
will make, the value at risk and
the cost overruns resulting from
poor execution could run into
trillions of dollars.

Common challenges
Our research told us that a number of
challenges were similar across all
of the industries.
Many companies struggled to keep
their capital projects on schedule.

www.accenture.com/Outlook

Only 15 percent of energy sector
respondents, for instance, said that
they stayed within 25 percent of their
approved schedules on all projects.
Roughly a third of chemicals, metals
and mining companies reported
similar results.
When asked to identify the major
challenges to completing projects
on time, respondents cited regulatory
requirements and financing
problems. Talent shortages were also
a major concern. When it comes to
projects in remote areas, executives
added that attracting and retaining
project directors and other key
talent is difficult. Burnout and
time away from home play havoc
with retention rates, undermining
project management capabilities
and a company’s ability to deliver
projects as planned.

environmental policies—have made
financing more difficult in recent
years. As a result, the impact of
a single large botched project or
a broader project portfolio trend
of delays and cost overruns can
quickly exacerbate a company’s
problems in obtaining capital
project funding. One result is that
financing costs have risen in the past
two years for more than half of the
utility respondents; other industries
have felt the squeeze as well.

Capital projects leaders
As in all industries, there are
companies that are more successful
at overcoming common problems. So
what do the leaders in these sectors
do differently from their peers?
For one, they make significantly
fewer changes to the approved
schedule during the construction
phase of these capital projects,
which inspires greater confidence
and feeds the culture of project
delivery excellence. They employ

Meanwhile, multiple factors—
including the economic downturn,
burdensome local regulations and
a lack of clarity on energy and

more automated tools like “war
room” dashboards that offer leaders
virtually real-time information
to help them monitor performance
and make decisions. They also make
wider use of advanced analytics
(including key performance
indicators, or KPIs), and ensure that
the organization has better access
to performance data across multiple
dimensions (for example, timeliness,
accuracy, range and sources).
According to our research, among
utilities, energy and chemicals
companies, leading players
outperformed the field in meeting
internal targets for cost, schedule,
quality and the delivery of reliable
production capacity. Companies in
this group made significantly fewer
changes during the construction
phase. They also effectively managed
the transition from a capital project
to an operating asset due to their
superior upfront planning as well as
the ability to transfer engineering
data, information and assets from

Missed targets
Respondents to an Accenture survey were for the most part unable to come within
25 percent of their completion and budget targets.
Survey respondents who came within 25 percent of meeting
cost and timing targets on all capital projects, by industry
On time
Within budget

63%
47%
38%

30%

39%

37%

30%

15%

Chemicals

Energy

Utilities

Metals and mining

Source: Accenture analysis
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the project phase to ongoing
operations. And they maintained
a well-developed culture of project
delivery excellence, made decisions
in a timely and efficient manner,
and used an integrated project
management approach that included
guidelines and tools.
In the energy and chemicals sectors,
leading players used safety and
delivery KPIs on all projects, while
lower-performing companies did
not. They also paid significantly more
attention to external stakeholders’
KPIs, making sure the metrics
used by contractors and employees
aligned with the company’s own
performance indicators.
To gauge the savings companies
could capture by improving their
performance in capital project
delivery, we examined the potential
impact it could have in different
industries. In the energy industry,

for instance, expected incremental
savings from implementing best
practices ranged from 10 percent
to 15 percent. A company investing
$100 billion in capital projects
over the next 20 years, for example,
would expect savings of between
$10 billion and $15 billion. Utilities
could expect an average incremental
savings of about 13 percent, which
translates into $2.2 trillion of the
$17 trillion the sector is expected
to spend on capital projects
through 2035.
We believe company leaders
across all of these sectors can
take four important steps to capture
this sizable source of value.
Following these steps would be
essential to the success of a major
capital investment in virtually
any industry. However, given the
orders of magnitude of the projects,
they are especially critical in the
resources sector.

It won't get any easier
In the energy industry, 70 percent of respondents felt that the complexity,
number and size of projects would increase over the next five years.

70%

70%

70%

Will increase
Will remain the same
Will decrease

27%

23%

23%

3%

7%

7%

Complexity of
new projects

Overall size of
project portfolio

Size of new
projects

Source: Accenture analysis
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1. Take charge
As resources companies reconsider
their engineering, procurement and
construction (EPC) models and assume greater control over the way
they execute large capital programs,
they need to establish strong portfolio and project governance policies,
and manage risk and uncertainty
more effectively.

responsibilities that align with
their corporate strategies, and
implement policies and approaches
that support collaboration and good
governance across their partners,
contractors and suppliers. Doing so
can help them achieve transparent
and smooth transitions through
every phase of the project.

At the start of a project, uncertainty
levels are usually quite high due to
the large number of assumptions
managers typically make concerning
major aspects of the work ahead,
including work scheduling, labor
availability, logistics, market
variables like commodity prices and
interest rates, and issues surrounding
the installation and use of new
technologies. As the project unfolds,
teams need to revisit and update
these assumptions constantly and
consistently across all affected
project areas, which could range from
procurement to human resources.

Key enablers include more comprehensive and rigorous upfront project
planning (known in the industry as
front-end loading) as well as such
innovative contracting strategies as
value-based deals or managed services
for non-core business processes. Both
can help leaders clearly define the
project, assign risks appropriately,
and ensure that all stakeholders
understand their roles and what the
company expects them to deliver.

modeling that link capital and
operational spending, managers can
more accurately determine whether
it makes sense to invest in additional
equipment now in order to reap
operational savings over the life
of the asset. The new contracting
strategies that support this goal
call for focusing greater attention
on vendor capacity, and achieving
higher quality levels among firstand second-tier suppliers.
Companies should also seek design
and delivery innovations while
recognizing the constraints caused
by local variables, which will
probably require a greater emphasis
on developing local suppliers.
Finally, improved planning enables
companies to gather and share
lessons learned as well as internal
and external best practices.

Teams need to be flexible so that
they can correct problems as they
arise, which will require the use of
on-time KPIs as well as predictive
performance indicators (PPIs) arrayed
in a project “dashboard.” This setup
can provide managers with real-time
information and forecasts, enabling
better decision making compared to
the traditional use of less frequent
end-of-period reports.

Effective upfront planning includes
a number of elements. The added
complexity of today’s larger projects
requires decision makers to put a
sharper focus on managing risk at
the portfolio and project levels, which
means they need to develop robust
processes to monitor and deal with
those projects. It will also oblige suppliers to make greater contributions,
because rising asset construction
costs will likely cause managers to
concentrate more on ongoing operational spending to reduce the asset’s
lifecycle costs.

Companies should also define
project organization roles and

For example, by using advanced
analytics and plant performance

Leading players often create a “capital
project services office,” which serves
as the go-to organization for ensuring
strong governance and the use of
robust and common methodologies
and integrated systems. This office
seeks to maintain maximum transparency and enable real-time collaboration across the project ecosystem. It
often includes a project management
“war room” that centrally manages
the company’s end-to-end project
portfolio and serves as ground zero
for activities such as talent sourcing,
procurement optimization, people and
logistics tracking, and claims and
contract management.

Given the huge amounts of capital
in play, and with small production
delays representing millions of
dollars in forgone revenues, success

requires the seamless and rapid
transition from construction project
to value-producing asset. This means
leaders need to make operational

2. Start up assets quickly
One critical capital project challenge
can be characterized this way: “If
we build it, will it work as planned?”
All too often, it won’t.
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readiness a core project capability,
one that includes such components as
end-to-end resources planning and
governance, progressive engineering
and project data handover (to
enable asset commissioning), and
production ramp-up, maintenance
and improvement activities.

teams to make greater use of
systems to validate data. This,
in turn, releases the project’s
scarce engineering and technical
talent to focus on adding value to
the initiative instead of wasting
time searching through reams of
data or documents.

Data and document handover
processes themselves can become
a major stumbling block to ramping
up operations quickly. This information, often compiled without an
appropriate handover structure
or in different formats sourced
from the multiple systems used
by engineering, procurement and
construction contractors, suppliers
and partners, can be a challenge
for the asset’s owner/operator to
understand and use effectively.

The data handover process traditionally takes place in a one-time
data dump toward the end of the
project. As a result, the asset owner
will have volumes of documents in
different forms that are distributed
among various parties.

Developing a structured set of
handover requirements enables

A much better approach involves
a progressive handover, which
enables the asset owner to use
the information as soon as it’s
needed. Doing so creates widespread
confidence in the status, consistency
and correctness of the information
at all times during project delivery.

By creating data requirements
and structures during the project
delivery cycle, managers can
effectively bridge the gap
between the project itself and
ongoing operations.
Supply chain operational readiness
plays a large part in resolving
the challenge of moving from
project to productive asset. Take
talent, for example. Companies can
introduce a supply chain workforce
management process that’s capable
of developing and transitioning
workers from project execution to
support. This will require developing
effective ways to manage contingent
labor needs and local content
requirements. The process should
include training and the use of
effective field workforce technologies, and provide the support
services the company needs to
manage the assets concerned.

3. Develop, attract and retain talent
Companies need to define a workable model to recruit, develop, reward
and retain the talent they need to

deliver capital projects on time and
within budget. This means balancing
internal/external workloads during

the project’s lifecycle, which can extend for many years, from the earliest
simulations to the execution phase.

About the methodology
An independent international agency conducted the
primary research that forms the basis of this article.
Researchers focused on interviews with executives
in the resources sector: utilities, energy (oil and gas),
chemicals, metals and mining. Respondents included
top executives and other decision makers involved in
capital projects. A total of 101 interviews (31 in utilities,
30 in oil and gas, 9 in chemicals, 9 in metals and 22 in
mining) were conducted via phone between November
2011 and May 2012. Executives were based in Denmark,
Finland, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy,
10
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Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, Russia, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, China, Hong
Kong, India, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, Canada, the
United States, Brazil, Peru, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab
Emirates and South Africa.
For the purposes of this study, a capital project is a long-term
investment to build or improve an asset, and as such can
cover a wide range of operations. Projects eligible for
consideration involved operating assets that cost at least
$1 billion and take more than one year to deliver.

www.accenture.com/Outlook

One solution: advanced technologies
to support project teams. Analytics,
decision-support tools, and planning and scheduling solutions can
effectively amplify the impact of
experienced, well-paid resources.

In addition, in light of the high
turnover rates on some projects,
knowledge management systems
can improve continuity and bring
new people up to speed faster.

4. Fully integrate systems and processes
Given a capital project’s often
extensive and complex ecosystem of
stakeholders, partners and suppliers,
companies need to develop integrated
information systems and processes.
Better, more relevant and timelier
data are crucial not only to enable
operational readiness—they also play
a key role in making a well-executed
project possible.
Managers can take the right
corrective actions only when they
have an accurate and timely understanding of the issues and options
related to the project. This means
teams must integrate the many
different systems responsible for
cost and schedule management,
engineering, procurement, contract
management and human resources,
as well as all health, safety, security
and environmental obligations.
Achieving this kind of integration
enables leading performers to set
up war rooms that use technology
to track and analyze a project’s
(or a portfolio of projects’) many
KPIs and PPIs in real time, which
can result in significant savings
through timely and effective
decision making.

For further reading
“Achieving Effective Delivery of
Capital Projects: Insights from the
Accenture Global Survey of the
Chemicals Industry,” Accenture
2013: http://www.accenture.com/
us-en/Pages/insight-capital-projectschemicals-industry.aspx

as planned, on time and within
budget. Given the enormous sums
of money at stake, every wrong
decision on a major project could
translate into millions of dollars
in lost value.

“Achieving Superior Delivery of
Capital Projects: Insights from the
Accenture Global Survey of the Mining
and Metals Industries,” Accenture
2012: http://www.accenture.com/
us-en/Pages/insight-capital-projectsmining-metals.aspx

Leaders in these industries need
to make a clear-eyed assessment
of their own strengths and
weaknesses, and act now to improve
their capabilities and performance
so that their next capital project
delivers on its promise.

“Developing Strategies for the
Effective Delivery of Capital Projects:
Accenture Global Survey of the
Energy Industry,” Accenture 2012:
http://www.accenture.com/us-en/
Pages/insight-capital-projectsglobal-survey-energy-industry.aspx
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As capital projects grow in size
and importance in the resources
sector, companies in industries like
energy, mining, metals, utilities
and chemicals need to reassess
their capabilities to plan, construct
and commission projects that work
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Fast and furious

How digital technologies are
changing the way we work
By Robert J. Thomas, Alex Kass and Ladan Davarzani
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Intelligent processes, enabled by digital technology, create a virtuous
cycle of constant improvement fed by continuous feedback. And they are
set to reinvent much of the way that businesses are run—in as soon as
the next five years.
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One way to trace human history is to follow
the evolution of work.
First came the artisan, who
labored over one pair of shoes
at a time, basically an ad hoc
process. Next came the Industrial
Revolution, with its standardized
parts and repeatable processes,
vastly improving productivity
but at the expense of variety.
More recently, the norm has been
adaptable processes, in which
the same people and equipment
can be adapted to provide more
variety. But the adaptations often
come slowly and are fraught
with both process design and
execution risk.
Now there is a new game in
town: intelligent processes, which
have been made possible by the
explosion of digital technologies,
and which are set to reinvent
much of the way that businesses
are run—in as soon as the next
five years.
Intelligent processes create a
virtuous cycle of constant improvement fed by continuous feedback.
An intelligent process is studded
with sensors that monitor every
move and feed those observations
into sophisticated models that
allow people and software to
make real-time adjustments and
decisions. Digital technologies
make it possible to identify
opportunities for adaptation,
analyze the trade-offs and then
adapt faster and more efficiently.
By introducing the ability to
continuously sense internal
operations and external market
conditions and to analyze variations
quickly, digital capabilities allow
intelligent processes to identify
opportunities for improvement.
14
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And once an opportunity for
improvement is found, other digital
technologies, such as intelligent
tools, advanced collaboration
technologies and adaptive robotics,
execute changes (even relatively
complex ones) quickly.

Self-evolution
Intelligent processes make it
possible to take advantage of
f luctuations in the price of
raw materials or spikes in the
demand for specific products
or services—and then respond in
real time or, at a minimum, at
a fraction of what it took even
adaptable processes to do. By
combining the ability to detect
and analyze quickly with the
ability to respond just as fast,
intelligent processes are able to
adapt and self-evolve.
Significantly, intelligent
processes help companies break
free from traditional approaches
to the organization of work.
In fact, over the next five
years, Accenture anticipates
that managers will have the
opportunity to greatly expand
the use of three critical workdesign options.
First, they will be able to
incorporate experiment-driven
rapid iteration, in which people
and technologies interact in
new ways to accelerate the
evolution of products. Second,
they will be able to take advantage
of recombination—the ability to
shift work between boundaries,
especially between humans
and machines—to make work
processes even more f lexible.
And finally, they will be able to

www.accenture.com/Outlook

pursue edge-centricity by pushing
decision making away from
corporate headquarters to the

far corners of the enterprise—
hastening the circulation of
knowledge to the edges of the

enterprise, around the perimeter
and, ultimately, from the edge
back to the core.

To this point, crowdsourcing initiatives are quickly changing the tempo
and flow of the work done by design
engineers. Take, for example, Audi’s
Virtual Lab. This online network,
which automatically evaluated R&D
prototypes based on crowdsourced
responses from customers, was used
to co-create Audi’s software-based
infotainment system. Customers
were able to design their ideal in-car
multimedia system based on how
much money they were willing
to spend, creating a simulated
purchasing decision that mimicked
what happens at a car dealership.

Audi’s product development teams
continue to explore new ways to
involve customers in early-stage
product development, including
refining hardware prototypes.
At a Milan furniture show in
2012, the company used thermalimaging technology to collect
data from nearly 1,500 people
who tested out its R18 Ultra Chair.
The data and customer feedback
were fed into a proprietary algorithm and used to guide further
iterations of the Ultra Chair. The
net effect on design engineering
is more data from a wider array of
sources knitted together in faster
and richer design cycles.

Rapid iteration
Fast and flexible. No, that’s not the
title of a popular Hollywood action
movie franchise. Instead, it’s at the
core of an increasingly popular
work-design option. What we
call rapid iteration is a fail-fast,
experiment-driven approach that
requires managers to rethink many
tasks that, in the past, have followed
a more predictable pattern.
Large retailers have been among
the leaders in this practice, often
testing prices and adjusting them
rapidly to take account of changing
market conditions. Today, some
are using their vast amounts of
stored data to make and fine-tune
offers in real time, catering to
“the nonstop customer.”
In product development, auto companies and aircraft manufacturers have
enthusiastically embraced the use of
“nondestructive testing”—for example,
computer-based simulations of
crashes and other stress conditions—
to replace the extraordinarily
expensive and labor-intensive practice
of building physical prototypes and
destroying them to get data.
But iterative automobile design has
also evolved rapidly in recent years.
The focus is no longer solely on using
simulated prototypes to predict a
vehicle’s durability. Increasingly,
carmakers are competing on their
engineers’ ability to customize
software components that are not
only functional but also mirror
rapidly changing consumer tastes
driven by their experience with
smartphones and tablet computers.

Ideal products
This is where rapid iteration came
into play: Audi’s automated system
intelligently adapted to consumer
responses, using rapid data analysis
(machine learning) to continually
refine the questions it asked customers based on their demographic
profiles, on their real-time responses
and on existing virtual prototypes
(developed by Audi’s R&D team).
The system then employed a “closest
match analysis” to the prototypes
already developed by Audi engineers.
Ultimately, the system helped the
engineers identify and distinguish
between “must-have” and “nice-tohave” features based on customer
demand, which then improved the
next round of simulated prototyping.
The carmaker’s iterative engagement
with customers paid off: Audi
recently won awards for its infotainment systems, including being
named Connected Car of the Year
in 2012 and 2013.

Carmakers aren’t the only ones
that see the value of rapid iteration.
Pharmaceutical companies have
turned to “combinatorial chemistry”—
an iterative process of drug
discovery that quickly synthesizes
compounds and then tests and
refines the drugs based on customer
data. Pfizer, for instance, is
investing heavily in combinatorial
chemistry as part of its effort to
develop medicines for people with
neurological disorders, such as
Alzheimer’s and epilepsy.
Retail banks, public-sector service
agencies and educational institutions
are all experimenting with rapid
iteration in an effort to better
align themselves with customer
needs, drive costs out of their
development processes and gather
valuable data that can accelerate
their own evolution.
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Process recombination
How do you feel about managing
robots? The prospect isn’t as farfetched as it sounds and could be
coming soon to a job near you,
thanks to process recombination—
reallocating work processes between
people and intelligent tools or even
robots. In other words, “teaming with
machines” may become the norm.
Robotic devices have been transforming physical work since the
1960s. But only in recent years
have robots moved beyond simple
replication of human activity
(such as welding or steadily placing
microscopic parts) to include
intensive interaction with—and
learning from—human beings. The
next five years promise dramatic
changes in how work is designed to
capture even more of their potential.
Advances in machine vision and
software controls for robots are
behind two approaches to work design
that are growing in popularity
and impact. The first is relatively
familiar: Humans use remote control
robots to “project” themselves into
toxic or dangerous situations—
bomb disposal, for example.
Increasingly, another sort of guided
robot is showing up in medical
and even educational applications.
With telerobotics, doctors can
“visit” patients by maneuvering
a robot equipped with a camera
and video screen through hospital
corridors. Homebound sick children
can still attend classes through
similar devices.

The intelligent warehouse
The second approach is more novel:
Small, flexible robots interact
with human workers by sensing and
adapting to their shared environment
in real time. This requires a more
intensive exchange of information
16
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between people and machines.
Sound too sci-fi for you? It’s simpler
than that. Consider, for example,
what’s behind your ability to
receive mixed packages of books,
clothes and vitamins from Amazon.
com so cheaply and rapidly.
In 2012, Amazon, looking to
overhaul its vast distribution
facilities, acquired robot maker
Kiva Systems for $775 million.
For some observers, the high price
and Kiva’s low profile made this
a head-scratching decision. But
Kiva’s robots have allowed Amazon
to reshape a work process that had
been arduous for humans alone:
unpacking goods, storing them,
“picking” them to ship for individual
orders and then bundling them into
boxes for actual shipping. Taking
care of these tasks, a warehouse
worker can walk between seven
and 15 miles per shift.
Here’s where the robots come in: A
central computer system controls an
army of robots that do all the heavy
lifting of retrieving and bringing
the stock to a workstation, where a
“pick worker” (a person, not a robot)
puts the correct item into a box.
The design increases the speed and
accuracy of order fulfillment, and
frees up some workers to focus on
process improvement for customers.
Warehouse operations benefit from
this intelligent process, as software
commands are continuously
improved. Kiva’s robots are designed
to interact autonomously in the
warehouse environment, traveling
the most efficient path and even
knowing when to recharge themselves. The contributions of mobile,
flexible robots, at Amazon and
elsewhere, are only likely to increase
over time.
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Swiss robotics maker ABB, in
response to customer input,
developed the ABB Dual Arm robot
(formerly known as FRIDA, for
“Friendly Robot for Industrial
Dual-Arm”). A team from MIT
created an algorithm for this concept
robot, which would enable it to
learn an individual’s preference
for a certain task and then adapt
so that it could help complete the
task. As a test case, the researchers
looked at spar assembly, the process
of building the main structural
element of an aircraft’s wing; in
the future, the Dual Arm (which
is not a commercial product as of
this writing) may be programmed
to help with spar assembly.

Boston-based Rethink Robotics
has gone even further. Its nextgeneration robot, the Baxter, has a
variety of sensors that effectively
allows it to see with its hands.
What’s more, it not only interacts
with humans—it can learn from
them. If Baxter is shown part of
a specific task, the robot can
figure out how to perform the rest
of that task.
Such human-robot collaboration
is just the beginning. When
humans and robots have time to
learn from one another, the results
get better. A recent study on humanrobot cross-training—in which a
human and a robot perform a task

together but frequently switch
roles—found that productivity
improved in both humans and
robots when each side learned how
the other works. Rodney Brooks,
cofounder of iRobot—maker of
robots for everything from military
operations to the Roomba vacuum
cleaner—suggests that robots have
huge potential to revitalize and
sustain small manufacturers.
This can be seen in Rethink
Robotics’ Baxter, which can be
up-and-running in an hour—a
profound improvement over the
18 months it can take to integrate
an older industrial robot. Sounds
pretty manageable.

The path to intelligent processes
The evolution from ad hoc to intelligent processes is not unlike the way experts
in everything from chess to basketball develop mastery: from a hit-or-miss
beginning, to the repetition of basic moves that lead to a greater sense of
mastery, to the variations based on having absorbed the basic moves, to
developing the ability to improvise and actively experiment—and, finally,
to creating breakthrough innovation.
Intelligent
processes
Crisis of
complexity

Effectiveness

Adaptive
processes
Crisis of
rigidity
Repeatable
processes
Crisis of
scale
Ad hoc
processes

Information
technology

Industrialization

Digital
capabilities

Enablers
Time
Source: Accenture analysis
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For further reading

Edge-centricity

“Serving the nonstop customer,”
Outlook 2012, No. 3: http://www.
accenture.com/us-en/outlook/Pages/
outlook-journal-2012-serving-thenonstop-customer-marketing.aspx

Centralized corporate managers
now command terabytes of data.
As masters of the data, they should
control decision making—right?

a hurricane develops, 7-Eleven
managers are able to assess
conditions and adjust inventories to
meet changing demand.

Well, yes, up to a point. But technology that gathers localized data
can empower local decision making
in a process we call edge-centricity.
With edge-centricity, information
and decision-making authority are
pushed out to the most customerfacing points in the organization,
where the information can be put
to the best practical use.

Localizing responsibility

“Strategy at the edge,” Outlook 2011,
No. 2: http://www.accenture.com/
us-en/outlook/Pages/outlook-journal2011-strategy-at-the-edge.aspx
For more related content,
please visit www.accenture.com.

A case in point is convenience
grocer 7-Eleven. The company’s retail
information system—a technology
that collects data from point-of-sale
terminals and transmits it in real
time to a data repository—has brought
about a reimagined work process
of inventory management on
a store-by-store basis. By embracing
an edge-centric mindset, the
company has given local managers
considerable leeway in deciding
what to stock—shifting crucial
responsibilities from senior
executives to store managers in
thousands of locations.
Using analytics software, the
system sifts the data for clues
about customer demand, pricing
and possible product innovations.
Managers receive daily, weekly and
monthly sales figures. For fresh-food
items, managers base their daily
orders on that day’s sales from the
previous week, taking into account
other factors.
Take, for example, one simple but
unusual key to the retail system’s
value: Since retail sales depend
on the weather, the company
provides weather forecasts to help
managers gauge demand. As, say,
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Humans remain very much in
the loop. In fact, through this
technology, managers and
employees are now operating in
analytical roles—monitoring daily
activity in an effort to harness
and capitalize on data as it surfaces.
They are also responsible for
noticing and documenting such
variations as shifts in the weather,
local or neighborhood social
events, political demonstrations
and the like.
The process pushes responsibilities
to those who truly understand the
clientele, using technology that
relays crucial information at a rapid
pace. In the past, it was nearly
impossible for a convenience chain
to operate with a localized mindset,
yet digital innovations have enabled
7-Eleven to return to its initial
formula for success—pinpointing
local consumer preferences through
groundwork instead of taking a
one-size-fits-all approach.
The benefits of edge-centric work
design aren’t limited to improving
consumer choices. Bill Ruh, vice
president at General Electric Co.’s
global software and analytics
center, told us how the company
is building edge-centricity into
industrial operations. For example,
power plant operators need to know
immediately if they can ramp up
turbines during times of peak
demand without causing breakdowns
or damaging the machinery. Right
now, they have to get someone to
model the situation for them—and
that can take days.
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Similarly, GE Transportation is
designing technology to improve
railroad operations. Using sensors
to track some 250 different variables,
operators can constantly monitor
equipment, determine schedules
and plan for locomotive servicing.
This technology also helps push
decision making to the edge. Train
operators can work in close contact
with a help desk to monitor changes
and make quick decisions about
routes, schedules and maintenance.

Choose wisely
What are the major implications
of intelligent processes and the
attendant work-design options for
the skills of managers and workers?
First, managers and workers alike
need to adopt an experimental
mindset and skills. A firehose of
data won’t put out a fire if managers
don’t know how to direct it.
Managers and workers will need
to get more comfortable using data
to design experiments that lead to
meaningful results.
They will also have to live by rules
that appear exotic now—along the
lines of Facebook’s admonitions
to “move fast and break things”
and “done is better than perfect.”
They will need to reward experimentation and foster a culture that
encourages resilience in the face
of inevitable failures. Companies
have a steep learning curve ahead
of them.
Second, managers will have to
recognize that their real valueadded contribution will increasingly
take the form of judgment rather
than knowledge creation. Knowledge
work won’t disappear completely.
But much of what is currently
referred to as knowledge work—the
formulation of plans, completion
of forms and coordination of data

files—will soon be done by software
guided by algorithms. What remains
is judgment work: balancing
opposing views and stakes, crafting
a plan of action and making
decisions. But judgment requires
insight drawn from experience,
and experience often involves a
form of experimentation.
Third, managers and professionals
(whether they are in engineering,
medicine, marketing, business
strategy or operations) will need
to get accustomed to taking advice
from machines. No one disputes the
value of contextual knowledge and
human judgment, but it is a limited
perspective—being able to see only
what’s out your own window—
that has most often prevented
managers from seeing and exploiting
opportunities for great gain.
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Finally, managers need to understand that the pursuit of intelligent
processes is a choice. They can
choose conventional approaches,
but if they do, they shouldn’t
expect the powerful results that can
come from intelligent processes.
Capturing the benefits of new
technology will not be automatic.

Leaders—in business as well as
in operations—are going to have
to prepare their organizations by
investing in new skills and by
thinking hard about how they want
to restructure the way the company
works. That means they will have
to become students of technology,
not just passive observers, and
advocates for change, not just
consumers of tools and software.
This may bring confusion and
uncertainty for business leaders
who are not prepared to change.
But for those who are ready to adapt,
it is going to be a very exciting
next few years.
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How well do you
know your workforce?
By Maureen L. Brosnan, Catherine S. Farley, David Gartside and Himanshu Tambe

When contemplating key decisions about a workforce, there is often more
there than meets the eye. Talent analytics, which uses advanced technologies
to process billions of data points to discern previously unseen patterns
of potential value, shows the promise of basing decisions—about hiring,
training, improving productivity, retaining talent—on hard numbers—and even
delivering insights that can make a company more competitive.
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One company, faced with high attrition among
its managers, was able to discover the root cause,
address the issues and improve retention.
Another successfully performed a diagnostic of
its enterprise learning capabilities to determine
which forms of training would have the greatest
impact on performance.
Still another analyzed how to
improve customer satisfaction and
workforce performance in its retail
channel and was able to achieve
double-digit growth in sales
productivity. In each case, the
companies were able to avoid other
remedies that would have been
more costly and less productive.
How did these organizations do
it? Through talent analytics—a
precise, science-based analysis
of employee performance and
how a workforce is supported.
This ability to process literally
millions of data points can help
executives make decisions based
on objective data rather than
hunches and intuition. And by
giving organizations new insights
into the patterns in workforce
and HR performance that spur
innovation and improve business
performance, talent analytics
can also provide them with a real
talent advantage.
In addition to offering significant
organizational improvements,
talent analytics is giving HR
executives not just a seat at the
table but the basis for strategic
discussions with the C-suite based
on the substantive insights provided
by hard numbers and the ability
to more accurately predict the likely
business outcomes of different
kinds of talent initiatives. It is
also helping companies prioritize
and focus on those initiatives
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that are more likely to have a
significant impact on productivity,
customer experience and cost
management. Furthermore, it is
improving hiring and retention
by identifying the factors and
capabilities that are best matched
to a particular job. And it’s
supporting business strategy in
more substantive ways, such as
increasing topline productivity.

The journey to better ROI
Not surprisingly, companies are
at different points along the
journey to a better return on
their talent analytics investments.
Where they are is a function
of not only the maturity of the
organization’s data environment
but also the analytics tools being
used, level of available analytics
skills, and the ability to push
insights into key processes and
decisions (see sidebar, page 25).
Companies can begin by improving
their basic reporting capabilities;
then work on improving such
functions as recruiting, training
and retention; and finally move
into broader areas, such as workforce planning and organizational
change. Ultimately, the goal is to
develop more advanced analytics
capabilities that enable companies
to optimize performance and
even predict which workforce
changes and investments are likely
to produce the best results.
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Improving HR reporting
Many companies are still struggling
just to get basic reporting right.
In some instances, they may not
even know exactly how many
people work for them, in what
jobs and in what regions. And
many still rely on first-generation
spreadsheets to manage HR data.
This problem could be rooted in
having disparate information
systems where data is in incompatible
formats, or even in something as
simple as having two parts of the
company using different titles
for the same job. These companies
face a longer-term challenge: to
consolidate HR information systems
and to develop, across units and
locations, an intelligent and
consistent “datamart”—an archive
that organizes data in ways that
are relevant to specific business
needs and easily accessible to users
needing information. These steps
could dramatically advance the
companies’ ability to perform
meaningful talent analytics. But

in the meantime, a number of actions
can be taken.
For example, companies can
design pilot analytics projects
that involve cleaning up only
some of the data and running
limited sets of numbers. Developing
sound talent analytics capabilities
is a longer-term journey, but
pilots can help companies acquire
the skills they need (or identify
where those skills could be sourced
externally) while demonstrating
the business case for analytics and
improving the reporting environment
from an HR perspective.

performing on key metrics, and
also track performance trends on
key business activities.

There are a number of tools in
the marketplace that can help
organizations achieve what is
often referred to as “intelligent
reporting” and can aid them in
improving their overall data
environment. Such tools can
provide alerts about anomalies
in business transactions, identify
locations or units that are under-

Analytics capabilities built into
software-as-a-service (SaaS) HR
applications offer another option
for jump-starting talent analytics
capabilities. SaaS solutions can
enable organizations to correlate
multiple data streams (such as
HR financial and CRM data) and
analyze them in light of business
goals. Administrators at one
technology university knew that
a high percentage of the academic
workforce would be retiring soon.
The analytics embedded in the
school’s SaaS HR solution enabled
the administrators to develop
a proactive HR strategy, working
in a global talent marketplace,
to identify promising prospective
hires. When HR professionals can
deliver analytics-based information
it increases the respect conferred
to them by administrators and the
finance department.

an executive can run into the
millions of dollars.

including caring for aging parents
or young children.

Applying analytics to specific
HR areas can yield impressive
results. Take the case of a communications company that set out to
understand the drivers of employee
absenteeism at its call centers
as a means of improving overall call center productivity. One
hypothesis was that a major cause
of absenteeism was the distance
between an employee’s home and
the center. As it turned out, a
much more important factor was
the employees’ family obligations,

The finding was critical. If the
company had based changes in
hiring policies or employee
support programs on the original
hypothesis, it could have wasted
money, constricted the hiring pool
and even increased rather than
decreased absenteeism.

Finding patterns
As an organization’s data environment improves, analysts can
look for patterns in HR data that
can help companies improve areas
related to hiring or attrition, or
pinpoint areas where labor-related
savings can be found. Improving
performance in specific areas of
the employee lifecycle can produce
impressive financial results,
considering that the cost of
replacing a worker who leaves
can be as high as 150 percent to
300 percent of the employee’s annual
compensation. At the leadership
level, the cost of correcting a
bad hiring decision and replacing

Better, more predictive hiring
has been another benefit of talent
analytics, especially as HR departments have come to realize that
many traditional data points in
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assessing candidates—college
grade-point averages, standardized
test scores and even interviews—are
notoriously poor predictors of future
performance. Instead, companies
such as Google are using analytics
to determine why their current
top performers are doing so well,
and then feeding that information
back into the hiring process.
Other analytics-based resources
and tools are being developed
to assist in the hiring process.
Matchpoint Careers, for example,
provides psychometric assessments
of job candidates’ reasoning
aptitude, behaviors, emotional
intelligence and other factors to
identify, at the application stage,
those who have the potential to
be top performers in a particular
job. By comparing the assessment
results against a database of
profiles and answers from millions
of candidates, HR can have greater
confidence about the potential
of new hires.
Another company, Silicon Valley
startup Knack, uses games to
help identify recruits with a higher
probability of becoming successful
employees. Recruiters use the
games to look at a variety of capabilities and traits, from cognitive
ability to creativity to learning
to decision making. One of them,
“Wasabi Waiter,” asks the player
to assume the role of a waiter at
a sushi restaurant. Players take
orders and then analyze customers’
facial expressions—such as
“happy,” “angry” and “sad”—to
decide how to proceed. How
applicants play the game indicates
how well they read social and
emotional signals. Performance
is benchmarked against the top
performers among a company’s
current employees to help identify
the most promising recruits.
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Beyond these kinds of discrete
offerings is a bigger trend, known as
Big Data, which is about mobilizing
and managing large volumes of
data that are internal and external
to the enterprise. Big Data analytics
enables companies to run analyses
of datasets as large as many exabytes
and see patterns and causality well
beyond what the human brain can
process on its own. The HR department can begin with a hypothesis
and see if it is supported by the data.
But HR can also just say, “Let’s see
where the numbers are taking us
and what story is being told,” toward
the end of extracting hidden, differentiated value. Big Data analytics is
key to delivering on the full promise
of talent analytics: predict workforce
and marketplace developments and
take action in advance.
With these tools and technology
capabilities, companies are
discovering important trends about
their workforce. For example, a
large technology company performed
an extensive analysis on a representative sample of its workforce to
study the multiple factors that went
into whether an employee stayed
or left. The analysis was complex,
looking at the interrelationships
among approximately 200 different
HR and finance factors and more
than 100,000 individuals over
two years.
The results, not surprisingly,
were also complex. In one part
of the company, certain factors
(such as opportunities for
advancement, training offerings
and the quality of supervision) made
a difference between an employee
staying or leaving. But in another
part of the company, different
factors were at play. Analytics
can help parse these complexities
into meaningful information for
decision making.

An Asian life insurance company
used talent analytics to make better
decisions about employee recruiting
and retention. The company began
working with an HR outsourcing
provider, primarily to improve the
efficiency of its recruiting and
onboarding processes. As the
relationship progressed, however,
the company asked the provider
to help with a more serious
business problem: retaining people
in one of its most critical workforces—managers at its affiliated
agency locations. The company was
experiencing 100 percent turnover
among these employees, with many
leaving after only six months—a
situation that was impeding overall
corporate growth.
Executives had several hypotheses.
Perhaps it was about compensation,
or maybe it was an issue with the
quality of life at the locations. The
provider was able to use predictive
analytics to determine the actual
predictors of success in terms of
the performance and retention of
these workers. Among the insights:
Educational requirements for
incoming managers had set false
expectations about the kind of work
actually involved. The company
had been requiring that all new
managers have MBAs. In fact, the
analysis showed that these recruits
were often among the company’s
poorest performers. This data enabled
the company to alter the job profile,
which also opened up the position to
a broader group of candidates.
An important lesson of the
company’s experience is that the
results of an initial talent analytics
program need to be revisited over
time to continue to validate the
findings. One point of comparison
had been between managers
(Continued on page 26)
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Lessons from leaders
By Jill K. Goldstein, Samir Raza and Omesh Saraf
As companies continue on their talent analytics journey, there
are a few important lessons they can learn from those that are
further along.
1. D
 on’t wait for “perfect” data. For most organizations,
standardizing global HR systems is a long-term challenge.
But that’s no reason to wait to do talent analytics. It is
possible to see useful results by doing some basic data
cleanup and analysis. Indeed, this approach is really the only
way to get better in the long term. Talent analytics is about
continuous improvement over time. But that means starting
sooner rather than later.
2. Begin with pilot projects. HR should begin with pilot
projects focused on the top two or three issues their
organization is facing with its critical workforces—attrition,
perhaps, or the inability of new hires to perform well quickly.
Identify these problem areas and begin a pilot to prove the
value of the longer-term talent analytics enterprise. Such
initiatives can demonstrate value to the business and help
justify investments in data infrastructure and business
intelligence technology for human capital management.
3. Align with business strategy. Don’t think too small. Stay
aligned with business strategy and constantly question how
better insights from your talent data might help improve
business performance. Cost savings, improved retention—
these and other specific HR points are important, to be
sure. However, talent analytics is enabling HR and talent
executives to have entirely new—and more important—
conversations with the business.
4. T ake an enterprise view. Talent analytics should be viewed
from a holistic, enterprise perspective rather than as a
one-time project. The lessons learned from banks and
retail organizations that have developed customer analytics
capabilities suggest that the benefits of talent analytics can
be sustainable if an organization creates an overall roadmap
that identifies the data, analytics and organizational
capabilities required to advance on the overall analytics
journey and to address the most strategic HR issues
being faced across the organization.

5. C
 onsider how to develop an analytics team and where
it should be placed in the organization. One of the key
issues being debated today is how to structure and place the
analytics unit in the organization. Many HR organizations
are struggling to place analytics, a nontraditional function,
within the traditional reporting structure.
One high-tech company has been successful at moving
HR toward better data-based decisions by having its talent
analytics team report directly to the vice president of HR.
The team also has a representative in each major HR
function. So whether it’s performance management or
recruiting or training, someone from the analytics team is
available to provide guidance in using data to make decisions.
Another alternative for companies is to begin with a central
group—sometimes called a “center of excellence”—which
can be a way to develop deep skills faster and then apportion
them appropriately to parts of the organization where the
potential for business impact is greatest.
6. Don’t forget the people. It is a paradox, but in the rush to
execute in new ways based on insights from talent analytics,
it is possible to overlook real people. This applies in several
ways. First, of course, experienced analysts are required to
interpret the data and reach sound conclusions. Second, the
team needs more than just analytics and business skills. The
data is, after all, about human beings, so having people who
are trained in the social sciences and in change management
is critical to a successful talent analytics initiative.
One of the findings from a retail workforce productivity
project conducted for a telecommunications company was
that several stores were significantly overstaffed and others
understaffed. From a pure analytics perspective, the answer
might have seemed obvious: move people from one store to
another. In reality, however, there is much more to consider.
Depending on location and other personal factors, such
transfers would not take place successfully without taking
into account the dimensions of change management.
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(Continued from page 24)

working at branches within their
home state and those working
in a state other than where they
had grown up. An initial analysis
seemed to indicate that managers
who had moved around frequently

and had previously been forced
to establish new networks were
performing better. A year later,
a more complete analysis of the
parameters found that the reverse
was actually true: Managers
working within their state were
outperforming the outsiders.

The results of this talent analytics
program were impressive. Six
months after the company
changed its hiring profile, new-hire
performance shot up by more than
100 percent and new-hire attrition
went down by 50 percent.

Managing the organization
The patterns found using analytics
can also help executives with
larger-scale organizational planning
and performance. Workforce
planning, for example, has become
a much more challenging part
of HR’s charge, in part because
of the expanding footprint of
many companies and also because
organizations are more likely to
use a mix of internal employees,
contractors or contingent workers,
vendors and consultants.
Preventing temporary skills gaps
can be critical to a company’s
competitiveness, and analytics
can help prevent talent shortfalls
or shorten their duration.
One leading international insurer,
after setting a new course for
growth, had realized that its
strategy could be undermined
if it did not have the right people
in the right numbers. An analytics
initiative enabled the company
to perform a detailed assessment
of the most critical roles and the
business drivers of workforce
demand across functions. The
team then estimated future needs;
analytics also enabled the team
to project attrition, retirement
and promotion rates. The insurer
used the analysis to consider
different approaches to resolving
anticipated workforce gaps, and
to determine if such gaps should
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be addressed by retraining existing employees or through external
recruiting.
Another important benefit of the
new generation of analytics: helping
executives keep their companies on
track during periods of significant
organizational change, especially
periods when multiple change
programs must be managed and
coordinated. Although it is well
known that the success rate of
major change initiatives is low,
most organizations persist in using
such traditional tools as project
management software and employee
surveys. Analytics technologies
offer an alternative: a data-based,
insight-driven approach that provides
objective information about progress
and uses predictive modeling to
give executives insights they can
use to steer the organization more
effectively through a complex
journey of change.
For example, one digital analytics
system that supports organizational
change uses a research-based
questionnaire to collect data from
the organization about its change
goals and internal capabilities.
It then uses pattern-recognition
technology—based on a database
of more than 600,000 individual
questionnaire responses—to predict
the optimal path to improved
performance for that organization.

As noted, the ability to handle large
datasets is a unique and critical
characteristic of the technologies
that support predictive analytics.
Although the findings are provided in
easy-to-understand, graphic “maps”
of the change progress, the map that
serves as the basis for ongoing
analysis of organizations was based
on more than 33 billion calculations.
The feedback is configured so that
management can identify the particular drivers of change for their
organization covering the impact of
growth, restructuring, cost reduction
and technology implementation
programs. Using predictive modeling
techniques, executives can test the
effects of various strategic choices
on overall company performance.
Results can be impressive, especially
as organizations are able to use the
system to link financial information
(key performance indicators from
reporting systems) with the subjective data gleaned from the scientifically designed questionnaires. One
company was able to turn around
a $100 million IT implementation
that had gone $4 million over
budget. The analysis pinpointed the
areas to address, and the actions
based on those results brought
operational costs back within
budget in six months. Customer
service also improved, and unit
costs were reduced by 50 percent.
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Supporting business strategy
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strategy and business performance.

Three years later, actions taken as
a result of the analysis, supported
by large-scale change management
efforts, delivered workforce
productivity improvements of
more than 19 percent in the
retail channel. This translated to
several hundred million dollars in
additional operating cash flow.

Maureen L. Brosnan is the managing
director responsible for Human Capital
Management within Accenture Talent
& HR Services. She is based in Boston.
maureen.l.brosnan@accenture.com

One business environment
where talent analytics has proven
to be especially important is
the corporate call center. These
workforces tend to be large,
so companies look for ways to
optimize their spending in terms
of getting the best performance
for their investment.

Results like these, driven by talent
analytics, are game changers for
companies looking for insights
that can improve the productivity
and performance of their critical
workforces. From the perspective
of HR practitioners, they now have
unique tools in place to deliver
significant business impact rather
than just a few percentage points
of savings or productivity improvements here and there. And from
the perspective of the BPO field,
providers can use their analysis
of talent and other factors to, in
some cases, be bold enough to make
contractual obligations for certain
business outcomes around a variety
of talent factors, including retention
and new-hire performance.

Using analytics, companies
can, for example, compare the
performance of full-time and
contract workers—not just in
terms of cost but in terms of real
performance metrics, such as
customer satisfaction and first-call
resolution. The analysis can look
at the type of call, how it was
handled and what category of
worker handled it. Thanks to
this talent analytics approach, a
company can often deploy a new
workforce segmentation strategy
with the potential of delivering better customer satisfaction while also
saving millions of dollars.
Another story about using talent
analytics to support overall business
improvement comes from another
telecommunications company
with a significant consumer retail
channel. The analytics team worked
with management to consider
core channel performance issues,
how to drive growth and customer
satisfaction through the retail
channel, and the role the workforce
could have in such growth.

For years, the human resources
function has shouldered much of
the responsibility for managing
people, but it has often had to do
so with too little real information
and too segregated from the business.
Talent analytics can change all
this—revolutionizing not only
the practice of HR but also how
insights about workforce performance can be derived and applied
to achieve real improvements in
business performance.
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Tipping point

Launching a major
enterprise transformation
By Michael V. Peterson and Johnathan M. Bray
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Management teams worldwide are realizing that the incremental,
one-at-a-time changes of the past won’t deliver the uplift they need
today. That’s why more companies are turning to enterprisewide
transformations to handle the challenges of today’s disruptive global
business environment.
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In more settled times, business leaders could
take comfort in the notion that an incremental
approach to change made sense: The division
between developed and emerging markets was
clear-cut, industries were stable and well defined,
the economic environment was more forgiving
and capital was comparatively plentiful.
In what seems today like a bygone
era, pursuing an “edge-out”
response to business or economic
shifts could work because the
competitive dynamics in many
industries, while intense, were
relatively predictable. Customer
needs were often manageable;
disruptions tended to hit one at a
time. As a result, companies could
afford to make deliberate, localized
changes, which often affected only
a specific segment of the business.
In today’s business reality, these
ideas seem downright quaint.
Attractive new opportunities now
come and go in a flash. Industry
borders collide and blur. Customers
are fickle. And change itself often
comes in brief, brutal bursts.
Evidence of the cascade of
challenges is not difficult to find.
In the retail sector, for instance,
once-cohesive markets are fracturing
into bipolar affluent and basic
segments as the formerly sizable
mass market between them dissolves.
At the same time, digitally savvy
consumers demand seamless buying
experiences across formats and
channels. Or take the insurance
industry, which must simultaneously
deal with changing customer
performance expectations and the
increasing frequency of major
disasters and their associated costs.
Insurers also face new and more
stringent regulations, elevated
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cost pressures, increasing industry
consolidation and the complexities
inherent in digitizing a value chain.
Likewise, players in the high-tech
world are feeling the squeeze from
multiple major disruptions, including
the convergence of formerly
separate communications and
connectivity technologies and the
emergence of new business and
delivery models.

The Big Changes
Changing a business function by
function still has its place. But for
many industries, this approach is
simply too disjointed, localized and
slow to keep firms competitive. The
big changes required today mandate
an equally large transformative
response—one that will likely affect
every part of the business. Without
the necessary coordination between
initiatives, however, business
leaders are gambling that all the
pieces will somehow fall into place
on their own, which often turns out
to be a high-risk wager. Instead,
they need the major step change in
business performance that only a
full-scale enterprise transformation
can deliver.
Transformation is not a new concept,
of course. The term is commonly
used to describe functional or
operational cost reduction efforts;
such projects usually attract the
interest of a functional leader—the
supply chain manager, for example,
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or the CIO for technical issues.
But what we’re talking about is
dramatically different: a complete,
business-driven reconsideration of
how a company structures itself
and goes to market.
A true enterprise transformation
looks at cost, to be sure. But it
puts an equally strong focus on
generating revenue, thus enabling
companies to grow their top- and
bottom-line results simultaneously.

It affects customers by redefining
the company’s value proposition
in terms of products and services.
It also fundamentally changes
how the entire business—not
just a single function—operates
to deliver value. Other hallmarks
of a successful enterprise transformation include committed,
involved senior leadership; strong
alignment with the company’s
overall strategic priorities; and
funding plans that reach across

Anatomy of a transformation
An enterprise transformation includes three cross-business
strategic initiatives, covering transformation economics, the
roadmap for getting there and the governance structures
required to ensure an enduring impact.
During the course of these initiatives, leaders develop
new market and partnership strategies, and they establish

business model strategies that meet current customer
needs. In addition, the leadership team creates an
internal operating model strategy capable of delivering
the new go-to-market approach, backing the initiatives with
the charters, planning, designs and business cases needed to
make them a success.

Strategic value agenda
Comprised of cross-business strategic initiatives mapping the path to realize a step change in business performance through transformation
Integrated transformation economics
Cross-initiative transformation roadmap
Transformation governance structure
Market and partnership strategy

Business model strategy

Operating model strategy

• Category selection for business

• Improved product/service bundles

• Change structure:

diversification
• Country entry strategy for international

expansion
• Strategic partnership for access

or efficiency

• New products/services for evolving

customer needs

product to customer-centric
• Add new capabilities to support

• Improved customer segmentation/

targeting

new business
• Integrate back office to create

• New or refined routes to market

• Balancing global scale with local touch

shared services
• Improved solution sales competencies

Each initiative backed up by the following components:
Initiative charter

Initiative plan

Solution design

Business case

Source: Accenture analysis
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business and organizational
boundaries.

The trigger for
a transformation will
likely shake the very
core of all or part of
a company’s business
model, operating
model or market.

Today’s volatile business and
economic environment drives
another important aspect of a
successful enterprise transformation,
the notion of “continuous reconfiguration,” where leaders strive
to create an agile, flexible organization with the ability to modify
and adapt to changing circumstances and fresh opportunities.
Success requires an understanding
of what parts of the organization
should remain stable and what
areas need to be more flexible.

Transformation triggers
Sometimes, the need for an
enterprise transformation is crystal
clear to everyone, from the CEO to
the front line. More often, however,
the need for major change is less
evident. In such cases, leaders
need to understand what triggers
a transformation and how it can
affect a business or industry.
Because a transformation implies
significant, integrated change,
it follows that the trigger for
such an event will likely shake
the very core of all or part of a
company’s business model, its
operating model, or its market and
partnership strategy. Experience
suggests that a transformation
can have any (or all) of three
broad triggers.
Growth-triggered transformation
happens when a business has
very aggressive expansion targets
but lacks the capabilities to hit
them. It could result from a
number of factors, including the
emergence of a new customer
segment in the market or a new
revenue target set by leadership.
A growth-triggered transformation will focus on identifying
32
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ways to drive revenue now and
in the future, enabling growth
via new operating structures
and partnerships.
A market-triggered transformation occurs when an external
disruption—for example, digital
transformation, sustainability
imperatives, new regulations,
industry convergence, an innovative
new product or service, or changing
customer needs—makes the
existing business or operating
model less viable.
A performance-triggered transformation is caused by missed internal
performance benchmarks. A company
that requires a performance-based
transformation typically underperforms its own objectives or
experiences severe performance
erosion and is unable to address
these problems through individual
point solutions or programs.
It all sounds familiar, right? But
even when companies recognize
the signs, they can make the
mistake of responding incrementally
when only a full-scale transformation will completely address
the underlying business issues.
Accenture believes that leaders
should use these disruptions to
take a broader view of the business
and determine how to transform
it to respond effectively.

A fundamental disruption
An enterprise transformation
addresses three closely linked,
highly integrated elements of
a company’s go-to-market strategy:
its market and partnership strategy,
which defines the firm’s role and
the ways it interacts in the business
ecosystem; its business model
strategy, or how, in terms of
customers, offerings, channels
and commercial plays, it makes
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money in a given market; and its
operating model strategy, which
describes the internal capabilities
(including people, processes,
technologies and governance) it
can marshal to capture value via
the business models. The goal:
transform the company’s strategy
across all three elements to deliver
significantly greater growth and
lower costs.
A true enterprisewide transformation will fundamentally
disrupt a company’s business and
operating models. It represents
a multiyear journey that’s linked
directly to a clear management
value agenda and business
case, and typically includes
a roadmap that identifies both

short- and long-term objectives.
Convincing the organization
to make such a complicated and
time-consuming journey takes
a deliberate, regimented approach
focused on proving and targeting
real value.

Consensus
With the goal of targeting
substantial economic value, a
successful transformation enables
leaders to identify and explore
the change journey ahead and
develop leadership consensus
regarding the best end-state
solution. Teams create a detailed
“blueprint” that includes specific
tactical changes, then implement
the solution and monitor its
progress in creating value.

Key transformation success factors
Transformations are highly complex, multistaged efforts that require organizational commitment and deliberate planning. The most effective transformations
have three common characteristics that enable success.
1. A strategic value agenda: A rallying point that defines the vision for
the transformation and the critical set of initiatives that will enable the
business to achieve that vision. The strategic value agenda prioritizes
the efficient use of scarce resources (both financial and non-financial)
to support the transformation. It serves as a tool to align company
leadership on targeting value.
2. Integrated strategy and comprehensive design: A strategy and design
that reaches across organizational boundaries and addresses a business’s
current symptoms and future needs. This integrated design is essential
to a cross-business transformation, maintaining a focus on overall
business value and enabling a response that utilizes the organization’s
full capabilities.
3. F unding: A plan and early commitment to a defined funding plan that
includes “quick wins” focused on freeing up cash that helps to fund
the transformation. Transformations are long and costly and require
serious commitment from leadership at the earliest stages, but innovative
planning and initiatives can help unlock real dollars early in the journey to
demonstrate results and build momentum.
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The typical enterprise transformation
occurs in five core phases.

Phase 0: Commit to an
enterprise transformation
During this phase, company leaders
estimate the size and value of the
opportunity. They determine whether
the change required is evolutionary
or transformational, and, if an
enterprise transformation is necessary, how committed their fellow
top executives are to embarking on
such a journey. Buy-in and support
of company officers is critical.

Phase 1: Design the strategic
value agenda
Teams focus on defining the
company’s “strategic value agenda,”
which should consist of the top crossbusiness initiatives the firm must
pursue to reach its strategic goals.
Leaders focus on what drives value
and identify opportunities to
rationalize ongoing projects to free
up cash to fund the transformation.
Developing this agenda requires
leaders to conduct a strategic
redesign that identifies opportunities
across the business, and to make core
design decisions that can enable more
detailed investigations (for example,
centering the business on products
or geographies, or choosing which
areas will be profit or cost centers).
Teams also work up a robust business
case to define the investments
needed and estimate the size and
timing of expected benefits.

Phase 2: Develop detailed
blueprinting
The blueprinting phase focuses
on the business and operational
34
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decisions that make the strategic
design developed in Phase 1
actionable (sales coverage, for
example, profit center ownership,
and customer segmentation and
handling models). Teams push
the new go-to-market approach to
the next level of detail, including
the unique business models
required to achieve the strategy, the
operating model that will enable
those business models, and where
and how the business will use
partners to extend its capabilities.
Companies need a strong transformation governance structure
and a capable “architecture” team
to drive this phase. For instance,
an effective transformation
architect will develop and manage
an end-to-end enterprise blueprint
that lays out each business
solution, and is responsible for
orchestrating change across
workstreams to capture value.
Blueprinting is complete when
teams have made the necessary
decisions about technology,
process and organizational
structure. In reality, different
parts of the organization will
complete and implement this
step at different times, so
transformation leaders need to
maintain flexible expectations.

Phase 3: Execute
The company implements the
blueprint and transformation
strategy during this phase. That
means identifying and acquiring
the talent needed to run the
transformed enterprise; implementing
the systems and processes required
to support the new business; and
identifying, pursuing and integrating
(Continued on page 36)
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How one company “blueprinted” a new go-to-market strategy
An industrial manufacturer (a real company that we’ll
call “DataCo.”) faced a market-triggered transformation
caused by a rapidly shifting industry and customers who
now demanded fully integrated, seamlessly delivered
solutions instead of the product-focused specifications of
the past. DataCo.’s shrinking market share and growing
inability to meet revenue targets forced the company to
change its entire go-to-market strategy.

The new design represented a fundamental business
restructuring, which also had to balance brand autonomy,
integrated growth capabilities and scale-driven efficiencies.
Identifying the right balance required leaders to make
deliberate trade-offs based on a clear understanding of
business performance requirements, economic realities and
the investments required to establish improved economies
of scope (for instance, providing integrated offerings
and value propositions across today’s businesses).

This kind of change is inherently expensive, so DataCo.
had to drive broad business integration and simplification
efforts across its entire value chain to free up cash. As a
result, the company managed the transformation centrally,
involving all senior leaders (especially those responsible
for profit centers) and ensuring that teams executed the
change agenda with an eye toward the many interlinked
cross-business implications they would face.

DataCo. also recognized the need to generate an
immediate impact and actively sought opportunities to
make a significant change in the market. For example,
the company began a targeted campaign to explain the
new go-to-market concept to its top 10 to 15 customers
while setting up integrated teams and account plans to
meet their needs more effectively on an ongoing basis.

During the blueprinting phase, DataCo. launched five
workstreams. The first focused on understanding the
market and customer trends that were driving the need
for change. The second sought to clarify how the company
approached its customers, offerings, channels and
commercial concepts.

It also actively pursued new customers that represented big
opportunities. And as part of the regional redesign of its
sales management structure, DataCo. piloted a new
approach in one of its biggest sales regions to anticipate
the impact of its new focus on customer tiers, vertical
segments, and partner and channel management approaches.

The third team worked to evaluate the current operating
models used by the business units to understand how
well they supported the business model and where
opportunities for improvement existed. The final two
workstreams were tasked with designing a new operating
model to support the current and new business models
more fully, and with building the roadmap and value case
for this new model.

DataCo. is currently executing its multiyear transformation,
adopting the planned structural changes and designing
and building future capabilities. It is using its in-market
initiatives to instill the behaviors, competencies and
customer interaction skills employees need to realize the
value of its end-state model. It is also working through
several near-term business simplification initiatives to unlock
early value to help fund future change investments.

The new operating model assigned key account managers
to strategic customers and refocused sales efforts by
aligning resources with addressable market opportunities.
The company also drove the sale and delivery of large-scale
solutions using dedicated architects and project managers,
and set the foundation for efficient operations by introducing
optimized business services and an integrated capacity
requirements planning (CRP) system to keep track of critical
business data.

While the journey is not yet complete, DataCo. is well
on the way to revolutionizing its customer relationships,
optimizing its sales coverage models and sales effectiveness,
and providing market-leading value propositions for its
customers.
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(Continued from page 34)

the partners that can help deliver
market outcomes and internal
operating efficiencies. Often, the
early phases of execution will
involve major investments before
results become fully apparent.
To maintain momentum, leaders
need to focus on quick wins
and have a strategic funding plan

to overcome any hesitancy in
the organization. In making
fundamental changes to the
structure of the business, this
phase also affects the organization’s
culture and mode of thinking
(for example, using partners to
operate non-core elements of
the business). As a result, senior
leaders should be visibly engaged
in the process as they build buy-in
for the changes.

Walgreens: A transformation case study
The largest drugstore chain and retail pharmacy provider in
North America; regarded as the industry leader
The company

US-focused geographic presence
Revenue mix heavily concentrated on “back-of-store” sales
(pharmacy)
Current growth strategy: Decades of expansion into new domestic
markets left fewer new opportunities

The transformation
trigger

New customer requirements: Changing consumer demands,
coupled with dramatic changes in the healthcare landscape and
lack of differentiation in the industry

New opportunities: To create new products and services, to
leverage existing “convenience” and “consumer-centered” value
propositions, to grow presence internationally and to improve
value-chain positioning

Develop a new, global supply chain
Redesign stores to drive higher volume while reprioritizing
components of store layout
The solution
Expand scope of health services (e.g., pharmacy role,
retail clinics and chronic care management)
Become the leading consumer health and wellness company
in the world

Source: Accenture analysis
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Phase 4: Operate

About the authors

With design and execution complete,
the company now makes the
transition to operating the new
enterprise. During this phase,
the focus of leadership shifts to
managing the transformed business.
Tasks include tracking and
measuring progress; continually
reevaluating potential new opportunities across the business model,
operating model and partnering
strategy; and making adjustments
to capture those openings.

Michael V. Peterson is the global
lead for the Accenture Enterprise
Transformation Strategy group. He is
based in Chicago.
michael.v.peterson@accenture.com

Business today is more complex
than ever, with leaders under
intense pressure to deliver on
long-term strategies while driving
short-term results. Meeting these
obligations requires a more holistic,
tougher approach that’s capable
of responding aggressively to
today’s market shifts and performance shortfalls.

“Big Bang Disruption: The innovator’s
disaster,” Outlook 2013, No. 2:
http://www.accenture.com/us-en/
outlook/Pages/outlook-journal2013-big-bang-disruption-innovators-disaster.aspx

Leaders need to understand and
make strategic choices regarding
their role in the business ecosystem,
their business model and their
operating model. These decisions
and changes can’t be tackled one
by one; instead, they require the
kind of coordinated effort that
only an enterprise transformation
can deliver.

Johnathan M. Bray is the North
America lead for the Accenture
Enterprise Transformation Strategy
group. He is based in New York.
johnathan.m.bray@accenture.com

For further reading

“One is Not Enough: Operating
Multiple Businesses to Tap into Global
Growth,” Accenture, March 2013:
http://www.accenture.com/us-en/
Pages/insight-operating-multiplebusinesses-global-growth.aspx
“Cross-industry ecosystems: Growth
outside the box,” Outlook 2013,
No. 1: http://www.accenture.com/
us-en/outlook/Pages/outlook-journal2013-cross-industry-ecosystemsgrowth-outside-the-box.aspx
For more related content,
please visit www.accenture.com.
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Elusive imperative

Brazil Inc. gears
up to go global
By Armen Ovanessoff, Athena Peppes, Carolin Puppel and Vasco Simoes
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As part of the BRIC upsurge of the last decade, Brazil’s businesses have
already tasted enormous success. But now, as they start to confront newly
assertive and globally capable competitors, they have to rethink their plans
for growth. Here are three ways in which the country’s leading companies
are already showing the way.
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Quick: Name three South Korean brands.
Samsung? Hyundai? LG? Good. Now name
a couple of well-known brand names from
India. Tata? Mahindra? Got it. And Chinese
brands? A no-brainer for anyone who has
a Lenovo laptop or a Haier refrigerator.
But you’ll struggle if you’re asked
about brands from Brazil. Despite
the country’s place in the BRIC
acronym for fast-track economies,
Brazil, Inc. is largely unknown
outside of South America.

years—many are struggling to
act on those ambitions. In the
same survey, those companies
admit to being less prepared
than they should be for a truly
international future.

Yes, it’s true that people all over
the world fly on Embraer’s jets.
Most of us are touched, however
indirectly, by the iron ore, nickel,
copper and coal mined worldwide by
Vale. Some of us wear Havaianas’
playful summer footwear; others
enjoy the global proliferation
of beverage brands that have
accompanied Anheuser-Busch
InBev’s international growth. Yet
the brands behind many of Brazil’s
other products remain largely
anonymous.

But that may be about to change.
Accenture’s research reveals big
differences between the approaches
taken by Brazil’s successful
“globalizers” and those taken by
others that are less successfully
trying to play on the international
stage. Indeed, the findings give
every reason to believe that Brazil’s
leading companies may soon
become household names around
the world (see sidebar, page 46).

This anonymity is just one part of
a larger problem for Brazil’s business
leaders and economic policy
makers. Brazil is now the world’s
seventh-largest economy, and it
accounts for 43 percent of Latin
America’s aggregate gross domestic
product. Yet only eight Brazilian
multinationals are in the Fortune
Global 500.
And although executives at
Brazilian companies understand
that globalization has become
an imperative—three-quarters
of those companies surveyed
by the Accenture Institute of
High Performance say global
expansion will be key to their
growth in the next three to five
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Rethinking growth
So let’s look at why Brazil Inc. must
now rethink its plans for growth.
Then let’s examine how the nation’s
exemplary businesses are already
gearing up to augment and accelerate
their globalization efforts.
To date, Brazil’s leading companies
have in fact been able to leverage
their established positions at home
to help them scale abroad. They
have benefited from the ability to
capitalize on economies of scale,
to accumulate experience, and
even to subsidize foreign ventures
from domestic coffers.
And as they continue to transform
their organizations into international players on a par with the
Samsungs and Lenovos of the world,
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their executive teams are eagerly
focused on finding ways to build
on these initial successes.
In the future, however, this may
become increasingly difficult to
achieve—starting with their ability
to raise capital for international
expansion. In April, the BNDES,
Brazil’s national development bank,
announced that it would abandon
its policy of helping create “national
champions” through favorable
loan terms.
The challenge transcends simple
rebranding strategies and splashy
export campaigns. Despite the

bold global footprints of companies
such as Embraer, Vale, Petrobras
and a handful of others, Brazilian
businesses are internationalizing
more slowly than their counterparts
elsewhere. At the same time,
competition from Asian companies
in particular, both at home and
abroad, will become more and
more intense.
To be successful, Brazilian companies need to raise their levels of
competitiveness to international
standards. For many, this will
require them to reach outside
their home markets to access the
needed technologies, capabilities

Stranger danger?
It wasn’t long ago that foreign direct investment in Brazil was almost
exclusively about heavy industry and natural resources—the $3 billion stake
taken by Sinochem in Brazil’s promising deepwater oil fields, for example.
These days, FDI in the country is about a much wider range of industry
sectors, from high tech to consumer goods, from toys to fashion. Here are
a few snapshots of what’s happening.
• T he Carlyle Group, a US private equity firm, recently bought into Ri Happy,

a Brazilian toy-shop chain, and now controls 85 percent of the company.
• In cosmetics, French luxury goods maker LVMH expanded its Sephora business

by opening its first store in São Paulo in July 2012; that followed its 2010
acquisition of a 70 percent stake in the Brazilian online retailer Sack’s.
• L e Pain Quotidien, a Belgian restaurant chain, opened its first store in

Brazil in 2012. Starbucks Corp., the US coffee chain, plans to open more
than a hundred stores over the next few years.
• Zhejiang Geely Holding Group Co., the Chinese carmaker, will plow $300 million

into a new assembly plant in Brazil. The plant is expected to have an annual
capacity of 100,000 vehicles.
• Network equipment giant Cisco will make sizable investments over the next

three years in Brazil, including opening a Cisco innovation center in Rio de
Janeiro; investing in a Brazil-focused ICT and digital economy venture
capital fund; expanding local manufacturing; and forging intellectual
property agreements and partnerships with Brazilian companies and entities
to co-develop innovations.
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and resources. And increasingly,
they will need to seek these
opportunities abroad before having
the chance to reach the scale that
today’s Brazilian global giants have
attained. Rather than building
scale before going global, many
local companies may find themselves needing to go global as
a prerequisite to attaining scale
and competitiveness.

Coming up short
When ranked against its international peers, Brazil often comes up
short. In terms of total export value,
for instance, the country trails the
other BRICs, having been overtaken
by India in 2009. In terms of their
overseas investments, too, Brazil
is behind, and the number of
greenfield foreign investments
made by Brazilian companies since
2003 is the lowest among the BRIC
economies (see chart, opposite).
In the meantime, Brazil’s domestic
market is attracting increasing
competition, as reflected in the
investments of foreign companies.
Money has been pouring into the
country: In 2012, foreign direct
investment in Brazil was 45 percent
higher than in 2008, in sharp
contrast with a 26 percent decline
at the global level during the same
period. Crucially, many of the
companies already entering Brazil
are global enterprises with real scale
and efficiency. They come with no
shortage of competitive strengths,
including low-cost business models,
innovation expertise, technological
prowess and global brands (see
sidebar, page 41).
Moreover, Asian and Brazilian
companies are headed for a collision
in tomorrow’s most lucrative
markets. Today, Brazil’s competencies complement the cost-based
strengths of Asian competitors
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(see chart, page 44). But in only
three years, the picture may be
very different. By their own
admission (and in cases such as
China and Malaysia, under the
guidance of their growth-minded
governments), many Asian
companies are racing up the value
chain, moving directly toward
capabilities like higher-quality talent
and innovation—capabilities that
Brazilian companies identify as
their most competitive globally.
Many Chinese companies, for
example, are on a publicly stated
drive to move from lower-cost
offerings toward more sophisticated,
knowledge-based products and
services, with the government in
full support. Brazilian companies
and policy makers have yet to
signal a similar intent for change.
This dramatic transformation of
the competitive landscape provides
a burning platform for change. It
is leading progressive Brazilian
companies to look beyond yesterday’s
models of success, and to scan
the global horizon for tomorrow’s
opportunities.

Domestic obstacles
Much of the challenge begins at
home, where significant obstacles
exist within the domestic economy
that have long compromised the
country’s global competitiveness and
impeded the internationalization
of Brazilian companies. None of
these challenges is lost on its policy
makers. The federal government
has changed its fiscal rules to
allow for greater public investment
to improve the country’s long-term
competitiveness and upgrade
the business landscape and give
the country a truly world-class
infrastructure. This is critical to
(Continued on page 44)
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Falling behind
Brazilian businesses are internationalizing more slowly than their counterparts
elsewhere. Since 2000, the total value of their exports has lagged Russia and
Mexico; more recently, they have fallen behind India as well.
Total export value ($ billions)
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In addition, the number of Brazilian overseas investments is much lower than
those from India, China, South Korea, Russia—even Turkey and South Africa.
Outward greenfield investments (number of projects)
2003–2012
India

2,538

China

2,266

South Korea

1,911

Russia

1,338

Turkey

671

South Africa

525

Brazil

511

Chile

284

Mexico

277

Source: fDi markets
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(Continued from page 42)

unlocking the flow of goods and
services in and out of the country.
At the same time, there are serious
efforts under way to free up the
nation’s markets. The Plano Brasil
Maior (Greater Brazil Plan), for
example, was designed to improve
the competitiveness of local industry
as foreign competition (particularly
from China) intensifies. The plan
addresses systemic impediments
to Brazilian companies and multi-

nationals with operations in Brazil
by reducing company tax burdens,
increasing business access to capital
and enforcing intellectual property
rights. These improvements are
aimed not only at building the
domestic economy, but also at
making Brazilian companies truly
competitive internationally.
Of course, this summer’s demonstrations and street protests in Brazil
have highlighted society’s impatience
in achieving such improvements
in infrastructure and institutions.

Brazil vs. Asia: Changing competitive dynamics
According to our survey sample, Brazil’s internationalizers, with their strengths
on the value chain (high-quality products, workforce skills and talent, affordable
capital), and their Asian peers, with their cost-based strengths, currently operate
side by side in markets with relatively little confrontation. Over the next three years,
however, Asian companies plan to move up the value chain, which would place them in
more direct competition with Brazilian companies.
Cost-based strengths
Non cost-based strengths

Globally competitive strengths

Asia today

Brazil today

1. High-quality products

1. High-quality products

1. High-quality products

2. Low-cost operations

2. Skills and talent

2. High-value innovation

3. Low-c ost innovation

3. Affordable capital

3. Skills and talent

4. High-value innovation

4. Strength of brand

4. Strength of brand

5. Skills and talent

5. High-value innovation

5. Intellectual property

6. Strength of brand

6. Intellectual property

6. Low-cost innovation

7. Intellectual property

7. Low-c ost innovation

7. Affordable capital

8. Affordable capital

8. Low-c ost operations

8. Low-cost operations

Ranking is based on survey responses on the perceived globally competitive strengths of 102 Brazilian MNCs and 250 Asian MNCs.
Source: Accenture analysis; Accenture Brazilian multinationals survey, 2012; Accenture Asian multinationals survey, 2012
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And in doing so, they have succeeded
in adding urgency to the efforts
of policy makers.
But the nation’s federal and state
governments can’t be expected to
carry the burden of these critical
reforms on their own. Indeed, the
large-scale, long-term nature of
these efforts should not be a reason
for businesses to sit on their hands,
waiting for the improvements to kick
in. Accenture’s research shows that
there is much more that Brazilian
businesses can do to build their
competitiveness globally—actions
that will make them stronger at
home as well. So what does that
mean in practice?

To be sure, there is no shortage
of role models for Brazil’s
would-be globalizers. Vale, for
instance, is the world’s largest
producer of iron ore and the
second-largest mining corporation. Itaú Unibanco is Latin
America’s largest bank and
one of the world’s biggest, active
in 20 countries throughout the
Americas, Asia and Europe.
And JBS is the world’s leading
producer of animal protein—
particularly beef—with production
and processing plants in Brazil,
Argentina, Italy, Australia, the
United States, Uruguay, Paraguay,
Mexico, China and Russia.

There is a big difference,
however, between planning
to push into export markets—
a traditional interpretation of
“globalization”—and understanding
what that really means. Brazil’s
truly successful international
companies get the difference.
They are mastering critical
capabilities, such as having the
flexibility to mobilize people
across geographies, move capital
around the organization, and
share ideas and best practices.
Here are three specific ways
in which they are achieving
international success.

1. Search out and act on the best ideas by building innovation
networks to tap into capital and talent around the world.
This capability is especially important to improving competitiveness
and differentiating Brazilian
multinationals as their global
rivals climb the value chain.
The Brazilian globalizers that
succeed are wise to the need for
mobility of people, capital and ideas
within any organization that hopes
to innovate effectively. Our research
found that while both they and their
less successful peers recognize the
importance of easily mobilizing
staff across geographies, they were
nearly four times as likely as the
latter group to invest enough time,
money and management attention
in the issue. There were gaps, too,
between successful and less successful Brazilian globalizers’ initiatives
to move capital and best practices
around their organizations.
Furthermore, the successful
companies have gained an edge

by investing in the efficient sharing
of data through integrated IT
infrastructures. They know it is
essential to nurture the organization’s “nervous system” in this way,
allowing information, ideas, people,
processes and structures to interact
and operate effectively across the
global organization. At the same
time, the exemplars are more than
twice as likely as their less successful
competitors to assertively explore
analytical skills and tools.
Take, for example, Braskem. This
leading multinational in the
thermoplastic and petrochemical
products sector is pushing far and
fast with its “open innovation”
strategy, actively inviting input
from stakeholders around the
world, including staff, suppliers
and customers. At the core of that
strategy is the Braskem Innovation
Program—essentially a global
database of ideas accessible to all

those involved. Partnerships with
research centers and universities,
as well as scholarships for doctoral
and master’s degree students, are
important elements of the program.
The company also has its own
innovation and technology centers,
one in Triunfo (Brazil) and another
in Pittsburgh (United States).
The results of this innovation
push are impressive. The Brazilian
company, founded in 2002, has
filed for more than 420 patents,
and some 12 percent of its revenue
comes from products developed in
the last three years.
Especially noteworthy: Braskem’s
Green PE, the world’s first internationally certified polyethylene
made of sugarcane ethanol.
Production of Green PE generates
far less carbon dioxide than does
the manufacturing of conventional
polyethylene. The new plastic has
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For further reading
“Are You Ready? Keeping Pace With
Consumer Demand for Technology in
Brazil,” Accenture 2011: http://www.
accenture.com/us-en/Pages/insightkeeping-pace-consumer-demandtechnology-brazil.aspx
“Brazil on the move,” Outlook 2010,
No. 3: http://www.accenture.com/
us-en/outlook/Pages/outlook-journal2010-brazil-on-move.aspx
For more related content,
please visit www.accenture.com.

been a hit worldwide; it has found
use in everything from packages
for Carolina Herrera perfumes to
seats in the Amsterdam ArenA
stadium. In addition, the company

has linked up with Novozymes,
a Danish company and industrial
biotechnology leader, to develop
large-scale production of Green
PP (polypropylene).

2. Understand where and how to improve
performance and measure success
by investing in new methods, such as
analytics solutions.
Brazil’s successful globalizers have
proven that they can invest effectively in core methods and systems.
For instance, beverages giant
Anheuser-Busch InBev implemented
an analytics program at its plants
to deliver uniform processes and
measurable standards for operations,
quality, safety and the environment.
This optimization process has
enabled the company—which is
perhaps better known by its brands,
including Brahma, Budweiser and

Stella Artois—to achieve performance
goals ahead of schedule, such as
a 30 percent reduction per unit of
production in water use worldwide
between 2007 and 2012.
Separately, Itaú Unibanco is integrating all of its data, systems and
methodologies under one analytics
platform, creating more timely and
useful information for decision
makers and improving the company’s
credit decision-making processes.

About the research
In the second half of 2012, the Accenture Institute for High Performance
conducted extensive research to improve understanding of the dynamics,
behaviors and priorities of Brazilian companies as they look for new sources
of growth in international markets.
The objective was to determine their capabilities for going global, learn how
they prioritize their investments for international growth, and distinguish
between the approaches of successful and less successful companies—
the former defined as those whose revenues and profits in international
markets have developed in line with or faster than expectations over the
last three years.
We interviewed executives at more than 100 international and aspiring
Brazilian multinationals, across industries ranging from automotive and
industrial equipment to financial services and retail. The findings of this
research can be found in “Brazil Unleashed: Lessons in building world-class
international operations,” Accenture 2013.
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Companies that are internationalizing as successfully as Itaú and
AB InBev know what it takes to do
so. For example, our survey found
that Brazil’s leading globalizers
consider performance management
critical to their international

expansion over the next three
years, and that they are nearly
twice as likely as their less
successful competitors to devote
adequate effort and resources to
building that capacity.

3. Cultivate the best corporate
cultures by fostering a global mindset
among the workforce, including
current and future leaders.
This is where Brazilian companies
seem to struggle most. Although
Accenture’s study found that four
out of five Brazilian executives
had no doubts about the need to
establish and support consistent
corporate values across the global
organization, in other research, a
majority admitted that cross-border
difficulties—specifically cultural and
language barriers—have hampered
their overseas expansion efforts.
The facts about those barriers are
not pretty. Brazil ranks as one of the
10 worst countries for proficiency
in business English. Moreover,
its businesspeople score poorly
compared with their counterparts
in other countries for “global
mindset”—a problem plaguing not
only leadership teams but also the
employees whose roles already
span multiple countries.
Some Brazilian companies are
working hard to remedy such defects.
Votorantim Industrial realized it had
to manage the cultural differences
between its executives in different
countries or risk derailing its global
expansion. To strengthen and unify
the company’s culture, the industrial
giant rolled out a series of initiatives,
including developing a global

management beliefs system. This
involved training leaders and
their teams in the company’s
global principles and values;
training suppliers in Votorantim’s
values; and launching a competition
to share stories that show the
company’s beliefs in action. The
initiative seems to be paying
off: In a recent survey by the
company, nearly 90 percent of
employees said that they put the
beliefs into practice at work.
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In truth, most Brazilian companies
won’t be able to follow those
globalization exemplars next
month or even next year; the
changes required go much deeper
than any 90-day fix-it project.
It will also take time for the
government to dismantle some of
the barriers that currently thwart
Brazilian businesses.
But the nation’s executives must
not wait. Their vibrant enterprises
have the innate ability to supply,
partner and compete with the world’s
best companies, both at home and
abroad. There is too much to be
gained from mastering what’s needed
to globalize successfully—and far
too much to lose by not doing so.
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Policing gets smarter
By Ger Daly, Manuel Sánchez López and James W. Slessor

Law enforcement agencies worldwide are struggling to meet rapidly rising
public expectations in an era of increasingly borderless crime and shrinking
budgets. An integrated approach to service delivery, encompassing all
stakeholders and driven by new technologies, is helping them become both
more efficient and much more effective.
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Keeping the peace, enforcing the law,
protecting property.
The basic purpose and principles
of policing haven’t changed much
since the 1829 creation of the
London Metropolitan Police, which
is widely considered to be the
first professional police force of
modern times. The environment in
which the police operate, however,
has changed beyond recognition.
Take crime itself. The ease of travel,
more open borders and digital technologies have globalized criminality,
making it far harder to contain and
prosecute. Terrorism, of course, is
notoriously borderless. But globalization has also massively expanded
opportunities for organized crime.
And technology, by spawning new
kinds of crime while facilitating
the traditional variety, is helping
lawbreakers become ever bolder and
more difficult to track down.
Indeed, drug and people trafficking,
money laundering, counterfeiting
and intellectual property theft are
now, in effect, multinational
industries, run by technologically
sophisticated gangs operating
across multiple jurisdictions.
Cybercrime, or crime committed
using the Internet, can be particularly lucrative for its perpetrators—
and deeply damaging for its victims.
The theft of personal financial data
online, for example, is estimated
to cost the world’s consumers a
whopping $110 billion annually.
Citizens expect to be protected
from these more modern crimes the
same way they expect protection
from such traditional offenses as
1
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burglary and assault. What’s more,
they want to be directly involved
in the crime-fighting effort. In a
world of 24-hour news, apps and
social media, people now expect
the sort of “always on, always
aware” relationship with the police
that they enjoy with other service
providers—a constant dialogue,
both online and in person.

Common challenges
An increasingly innovative criminal
fraternity and soaring public
expectations are common challenges
for law enforcement organizations
worldwide, as Accenture confirmed
in recently conducted interviews
with 22 senior police officers
from 17 such organizations in
16 countries.1
And in an age of austerity, many
governments are struggling to do
more with less. Spain, for instance,
has reduced the budget for public
safety programs by almost 11 percent since 2010, and expenditures
will likely continue to slump until
at least 2015. Meanwhile, funding
for Europol, the Netherlands-based
agency of the 27-member European
Union that battles cross-border
terrorism and serious international
crime, has dwindled by more than
7 percent during the past two years.
Yet these challenges also represent
significant opportunities—a chance
to transform policing into a more
efficient and effective service, fit
for the 21st century.
Our interview findings, coupled
with experience from the work

A ccenture conducted interviews with police services in Australia, Canada, Denmark, England,
Finland, Germany, India, Ireland, Italy, Norway, Portugal, Scotland, Slovakia, Spain, the United States
(state and federal) and Wales, 10 of which were national police forces.
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of Accenture Police Services and
the Accenture Police Center of
Excellence, show that farsighted
law enforcement agencies recognize
that the time is ripe for change.
Some are already pursuing
different approaches to crime
fighting—more integrated, joined-up
approaches that promise to deliver
significant benefits.
As these leaders move toward this
new model of policing, six steps are
emerging as the keys to success.

1. Engage the citizen
Empowered by technology,
particularly social media, citizens
clearly want to participate more

actively in assisting law
enforcement agencies. A 2012
Accenture sur vey of attitudes
toward the police in six countries
(Canada, Germany, the Netherlands,
Spain, the United Kingdom and
the United States) found, for
example, that fully 88 percent
of people polled believe they
should be playing a critical
role in crime reporting. And
a majority (especially among
the young) wants more digital
interactions with the police.
More than 70 percent believe
that social media can help catch
criminals, and the police concur.
A recent survey by the International Association of Chiefs
of Police revealed that of the

Spain: Using social media to fight crime
With more than 16 million of them on Facebook, and hundreds
of thousands also trending on Twitter, the Spanish are among
Europe’s most enthusiastic users of social media. Indeed,
almost 66 percent of Spaniards with access to the Internet
are already active social networkers.

A growing threat from organized crime has also spurred
Spain’s law enforcement organizations to leverage other
new technologies—notably the centralized, integrated
information management systems that can help them
become more operationally effective (see story).

Small wonder, then, that the Policía Nacional—one of Spain’s
two nationwide police services—has been leveraging social
networks in the fight against crime, significantly boosting
its public profile in the process (the force’s YouTube channel
ranks as the most popular official site in Spain). And its
Twitter profile is not only the most followed of any Spanish
institution but also second only to the FBI’s among law
enforcement organizations globally.

For example, Spain’s other national police force, Guardia Civil,
now benefits from an integrated operations management
system, known by its Spanish acronym, SIGO. It enables
officers to share information with other law enforcement
agencies both within the country and abroad, and allows
citizens to file tips and complaints online.

In 2009, the Policía Nacional launched its Twitter account
as a way to communicate with the press. But in January
2012, the force began to use the social medium to enlist
the help of citizens in combating a diversity of offenses,
from child pornography and domestic violence to vandalism.
This more social-media-savvy tactic has proven remarkably
successful. For example, thanks to information sent to the
force via Twitter since January 2012, the police have arrested
300 suspected drug traffickers.

SIGO’s implementation has cut the time it takes frontline
officers to record an incident by 70 percent and the time
they spend on administrative tasks by 20 percent. What’s
more, the system now boasts an investigation solution,
whose Spanish acronym is SINVES, to support the Guardia
Civil’s elite Terrorism and Major Crime Investigation unit. By
incorporating specialist intelligence and analytical capabilities
in a highly secure environment, SINVES enables the unit
to control access to sensitive information, and share it in
confidence if necessary.
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92.4 percent of law enforcement
agencies in the United States that
use social media, for example, 74
percent say it has helped them
solve crime in their jurisdiction.
Consider the Policía Nacional
in Spain, which has employed
Twitter to raise public awareness
of crimes like vandalism and
enlist the help of citizens in
successfully concluding several
investigations into major crimes,
including drug trafficking (see
sidebar, page 51).
But if the astute use of social
media can help build public trust
in the police, our 2012 survey
also showed that a majority of the
public expects their interactions
with the police to remain anonymous. That makes developing

clear guidelines around just how
and where social and other digital
media will be used a top priority
for any police force. Moreover,
the web portals through which
people interact with the police
need to be exceptionally secure,
as well as easy to use.
Where such safeguards are in place,
the outcomes have been highly
encouraging. Cases in point:
New York City’s 311 Customer
Service Center, a self-service web
portal that provides a single point
of reference to all divisions of city
government for non-emergencies,
including the police; and the
Facewatch ID app, which allows
UK citizens to search closed-circuit
TV images within a defined
area and report confidentially to
a registered police force.

Toronto: Optimization through organizational change
Toronto is the largest city in Canada, a multicultural metropolis of more than 2.5 million inhabitants whose numbers swell
by a million when tourists and visitors are included.
Policing such a kaleidoscope of people would be challenging
at the best of times. But like many law enforcement
organizations these days, the Toronto Police Service is
striving to meet rising public expectations in a climate of
economic austerity. Indeed, the province of Ontario—Toronto
is its capital—faces the biggest budget deficit among
Canadian provinces for the current fiscal year.
Small wonder, then, that the Toronto Police Service wants
to create a more economically sustainable operating model,
one that’s also capable of ensuring public safety far into
the future.
The Chief’s Internal Organizational Review (CIOR) established
a governance structure to build that model. Its mandate:
to balance the demands of austerity with the operational
realities of delivering efficient and effective police services
that are community-based.
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The CIOR, which is soliciting the views of frontline officers
as well as external experts, is an ongoing process,
comprising a number of parallel strategic initiatives.
Most significantly, it represents one of the boldest
and most proactive attempts anywhere in the world
to reexamine police services and the assumptions on
which they are based.
The CIOR is not only scrutinizing how public-private
partnerships could be leveraged. It is also performing a
root-and-branch reappraisal of the Toronto Police Service’s
organizational structure—currently, a multilayered hierarchy
of 62 different units.
By embracing best practices and optimization opportunities, the CIOR aims to deliver a more effective and
efficient service. Moreover, recognizing that human
resources account for most of the Toronto Police
Service’s budget, the CIOR is seeking external advice
to determine the optimal number of police officers needed
to ensure that service remains top-notch.
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The New York City service has
helped resolve a variety of “quality
of life” complaints—from noise and
graffiti to faulty street lighting—
more quickly and efficiently by
routing them directly to the relevant
police precinct or city agency. And
the local police force in Surrey,
England, leveraged the Facewatch ID
app to make more than 200 positive
identifications of wanted individuals
within the first six months of the
system’s 2012 launch.

2. Empower police officers
Time is critical in police work.
Evidence degrades, witnesses’ memories fade and victims’ determination
to see a case through weakens. But
such mobile technologies as smartphones and tablets can accelerate
response times by helping frontline
officers gain instant access to critical
information at the crime scene.
Europol’s mobile office solution, for
example, gives officers real-time,
secure access to the organization’s
centralized databases and analysis
systems, from any location. In 2011
(the last year for which metrics are
available), it was deployed 84 times—
a more than 150 percent increase
over 2010, when the capability was
improved and upgraded.
Such technologies can also help make
policing significantly more efficient.
In Belgium, for instance, one local
police force used smartphones to
reduce administrative processes by
20 minutes per statement—equivalent
to 30 man-days per year. In Portugal,
meanwhile, police officers dealing
with traffic violations can use tablets
or PDAs that give them instant
access to prior-offense records and
other important databases, thereby
significantly speeding up the issuance
and management of fines.

Indeed, a 2012 pilot in southern
England found that using such
mobile technologies as laptops
and PDAs was, on average,
15 minutes faster than manual
processes, and enabled officers
to send complete information
to the central database in less
than one minute, without having
to return to the police station.

3. Optimize ways of working
As new technologies steadily
reduce the administrative burden
on the police—and even the need
for brick-and-mortar police stations—
they free up officers to focus
more on interacting with the
public in frontline positions. Some
future police services—dealing
with complaints, for example—
may be run from contact points
in supermarkets, coffee shops
and community centers.
Twenty-first century police forces
aren’t only using technology to
build the optimal organization,
however. They’re also partnering
with the private sector to make
such non-core services as the
maintenance of vehicle fleets,
buildings and other facilities more
efficient. Denmark’s national police
force has gone so far as to outsource
all facilities management services
to a private company.
And a few forces are moving
toward the sort of consolidated,
fully integrated organizational
structure that has the potential
to deliver optimal operational
efficiency.
In Scotland, eight separate regional
police forces and the Scottish Crime
and Drug Enforcement Agency
have been consolidated into Police
Scotland, a new police service

responsible for law enforcement
throughout the land. In the Republic
of Ireland, structural changes,
including the consolidation of
police districts, have already
allowed the An Garda Síochána,
that country’s national police
service, to realize savings of
more than €53 million over two
years—a significant efficiency for
a force whose budget shrank by
6 percent between 2011 and 2012.
Meanwhile, in Canada, the
Toronto Police Service is looking
at opportunities to restructure
and reallocate resources to
achieve significant results (see
sidebar, opposite).

4. Predict and improve
through analytics
Predictive analytics that incorporate
social factors and local demographics
can play a significant role in
enhancing the intelligence-led law
enforcement that will help police
anticipate crime, tackle chronic
recidivism and manage risk more
effectively. And some forces are
combining geographic profiling
and criminal analytics to identify
criminal networks and predict
crime hotspots.
Consider the case of Santa Cruz,
California, where the police have
applied predictive analytics to
burglary data to identify streets at
greatest risk. The upshot: a 19 percent
reduction in property theft—without
putting additional officers on the
streets or changing shift times.
Analytics can also be combined
with existing infrastructure—
video cameras and sensors—to
deliver real-time intelligence.
In Singapore, for example, the
authorities are launching a Safe
City pilot, which integrates
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advanced analytical capabilities
into existing video monitoring
systems to increase situational
awareness, streamline operations
and accelerate response times
(see sidebar, below).

regional, local and federal forces
can communicate with one another
through a central, standardized
data exchange run by the Federal
Criminal Police Office.

In fact, analytics can be valuable
in just about any aspect of a police
investigation—as long as intelligence
sharing is fully supported. Local
police forces, after all, often lack both
the resources and jurisdictional
authority to fight crime as it becomes
increasingly internationalized.
They need access to centralized,
interoperable systems and crime
databases. Which is why in Germany,

5. Enhance collaboration
As crime becomes more diverse
and increasingly globalized,
collaborative initiatives among
and between police forces are
more critical than ever.
In 2011, Europol, for example,
supported more than 13,500 crossborder investigations—a more

Singapore: Analytics for an even safer city
Public safety and security are top priorities for Singapore, which takes pride
in its famously low crime rate. But while the World Economic Forum ranks
Singapore’s police service third in the world and the top in Asia for reliability,
the government is always seeking new ways to stay ahead of rapidly changing
needs and mounting challenges.
Which is why the Ministry of Home Affairs (the parent agency of the Singapore
Police Force), together with the Singapore Economic Development Board, has
launched a one-year pilot program to integrate advanced, automated analytics
capabilities into existing video monitoring infrastructure.
The “Safe City” pilot will apply electronic vision technologies and predictive
analytics to surveillance video feeds to detect which of a multitude of street
incidents—from crowd and traffic movements to signs of flooding and other
environmental threats—pose real concerns for public order or safety. When
serious incidents are identified, alerts will be sent to the appropriate authority,
including, of course, the police.
The intelligent technologies the program leverages enable real-time information
sharing and will give police deeper insights into public safety across Singapore’s
densely populated urban landscape. They will also increase the force’s ability to
anticipate and respond to incidents and crises as they occur.
If successful, the pilot will be extended. Meanwhile, Singapore’s move puts
it in the forefront of law enforcement organizations worldwide that are turning
to analytics to help them cope better with increasingly complex security
issues (see story).
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than 17 percent increase on 2010.
Similarly, the International Criminal
Police Organization (ICPO–INTERPOL)
has experienced about a 32 percent
increase in requests for information
since 2009, when the Lyon, Francebased organization set up I-link, an
electronic information exchange for
its 190 member countries. I-link gives
authorized users access to complete,
uniform criminal data, within and
across borders, allowing investigators
to uncover connections between
seemingly unrelated crimes.
Collaboration, however, needs to
encompass more than just fellow
police forces to be truly effective.
The private sector, other public
service organizations, and, of course,
citizens themselves—all of them
sources of information that could be
critical in a criminal investigation—
need to be drawn into a collective
effort, led by the police.
In fraud prevention, for instance,
private companies are often better
placed to protect themselves and
gather evidence of crime, which
they can then send on to the police
to investigate. Similarly, insurance
companies can directly incentivize
people to protect their property.
And collaborating with social
services organizations can help
the police both prevent crime and
deal better with repeat offenders.
In Denmark, for instance, a program
that unites social services, schools
and the police is helping officers
work with people who are deemed
high-risk for committing a crime
or who have previously committed
a crime.

6. Proactively manage change

creative and proactive approach
to change management—an
approach that recognizes change
as a constant, and constantly
evolving, process.
Above all, leaders will need to
develop cultures that actively
embrace change. By updating
its competencies model and
implementing a skills-development
program that delivers intensive
and interactive training and
customized experiences to reinforce
learning, one US federal law
enforcement agency has helped
ensure that future supervisors
are fully equipped to be effective
change managers, from the day
they are promoted.
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Structured change management
of this order, where ownership and
accountability are clearly defined
and maintained, will facilitate
the acceptance of new processes
and technologies. And by drawing
in frontline officers through
appropriate training, setting and
managing citizen expectations,
and sharing responsibility for
outcomes, progressive police forces
will be able to drive maximum
value from those assets.

There is a long way to go before all
police forces possess the real-time,
intelligence-led capabilities
that will enable them to crack
the complex criminal networks
that threaten global peace and
security. But our research shows
that today’s police leaders have
a very clear understanding of
the challenges they face, and that
many are rising to those challenges—
inclusively, collaboratively and
with conviction.

The changes necessary to build
the effective police forces of the
future will require a much more
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Hypergrowth
and M&A
success in Asia
By Ryan McManus, Mirko Dier and Sarah Ali

New research into a decade of deals worth nearly a trillion dollars
looks into what made the difference in the region between realizing
positive returns—or not.

More mergers and acquisitions actually create value than destroy it. That
was the somewhat surprising finding in our analysis of global M&A activity
from 2002–2009, first reported in Outlook in early 2012.
And that wasn’t the only myth debunked by our research. We also discovered
that top-quartile performers—and often even median ones—could in fact create
substantial amounts of shareholder value at any point in the economic cycle,
in any industry and even in any region.
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M&A value creation
The Asia Pacific region offers an area ripe for further analysis. M&A activity in the
region continues to grow steadily, including an increasing emphasis on international
expansion. We analyzed the 50 largest transactions in 11 geographies in Asia for a
total of 550 deals made by publicly traded acquirers between 2002–2011. Following
is a statistical snapshot of our findings of what made the difference between realizing
positive returns—or not.
Total return to shareholders versus industry benchmarks

30%
3 %
35%
Significantly value-creating deals >20%

18%

Value-creating deals >0%
Value-destroying deals <0%
18%

Significantly value-destroying deals <(-20)%
166 %
16%

Source: Accenture analysis

Catching the wave
While success came to players at any point in the business cycle, timing does matter.
Companies had their best chance of creating shareholder value when leaders acted
during the ride up to the peak of a bull market, not when the market was falling or
during the early phases of an economic recovery. By far the best years for creating
value through M&A were 2002, 2005, 2006 and 2011.
Median total return to shareholders versus global GDP growth (24 months)
Size of bubble indicates average deal size
30%
25%
2009

GDP growth, %

20%

2006

2008

2007

15%

2005

2010

2004

2011

2002

2003

10%
5%
0
-5%
-15%

-10%

-5%

0

5%

10%

15%

Median TRS %
Source: Accenture analysis
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Size matters
Smaller deals create value more consistently. Deals valued at less than $500 million
had the highest return for the top-quartile performers, while those greater than
$2 billion had the lowest returns.
Deal size as percentage of deals, by size of deal
Range=2nd and 3rd quartile (25th–75th percentile)
($ billions)

Acquirer TRS versus industry index

> $2

-32%

$1 – $2

-23%

$.5 – $1

-21%

$0 – $.5

Median TRS

16%

-11%
46%

3%

36%

-24%

$5,180

108

$1451

135
114

$681

-2%

56%

Number of deals

Average deal size ($ millions)

12%

193

$271

Source: Accenture analysis

Location, location, location
Within the region, the Southeast Asian countries have evolved into robust and
high-growth consumer markets; deals in those countries tended to be the most
successful. For example, deals involving targets located in the Philippines had by
far the highest returns. In contrast, in India, Japan and Australia, significantly
value-destroying deals outweighed those that created value. The strong focus on
larger deals in those countries, coupled with the lower growth rates in the developed
economies of Japan and Australia, could explain the lower success rates.
Value creation as percentage of deals, by country
Significantly value-creating

Value-destroying

Value-creating

Significantly value-destroying

8%
20%

18%

24%

18%

28%

32%

10%

24%
38%

38%

34%
44%

50%

24%
8%

14%

24%

22%

18%

16%

14%

12%
30%

36%

22%

24%

18%

16%

54%

Japan

58%

10%

8%

6%

30%

28%

32%

28%

30%

26%

26%

28%

26%

26%

India

Hong Kong

China

Australia

South Korea

Thailand

Indonesia

Singapore

Malaysia

Philippines

Source: Accenture analysis
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Industry matters
Deals in different industries had different rates of success. Utilities and consumer goods
players (as well as diversified conglomerates) did well. Conversely, deals in metals, mining
and natural resources, as well as those in communications and energy, did not fare well.
Nonetheless, top-quartile performers in all industries created value from M&A.
Acquirer total return to shareholders versus industry index, by industry
Range=2nd and 3rd quartile (25th–75th percentile)
Acquirer TRS versus industry index
Basic materials

-36%

Communications

-30%

Median TRS
-11.2%

19%

-19%

39%

-0.8%

Financial

-21%

43%

1.2%

-30%

Industrial

-24%

Consumer, non-cyclical

-27%

Consumer, cyclical

-23%

Utilities

38%
69%

-1%

99%
75%

Number of deals
with TRS >0%

57

24

73

29

38

19

140

70

14

7

$2,281
$1,573
$1,687
$932

6.3%

$1,512

47

25

6.9%

$1,505

63

38

$1,492

8.7%

38%

-17%

Diversified

3.3%

74%

Number of deals

$1,816

-6.2%

17%

Energy

Technology

Average deal size ($ millions)

63

32

21.4%

$841

30

20

30.4%

$851

25

17

Source: Accenture analysis

Cash is king
We found that cash deals in much of the Asia Pacific region outperformed ones financed
with equity, although there was significant variation at the country level. For instance,
while deals financed with cash in most countries outperformed equity-funded ones, the
opposite was true for Hong Kong, Australia, Singapore, Indonesia and Thailand.
Cash (median TRS)

Acquirer total return to shareholders versus industry index, by country

Equity (median TRS)

Median TRS versus global GDP growth
(24 months)

50%

43.9%

40%

42.2%

34.0%

30%
17.8%

20%

15.8%
11.4%

5.3%

10%
-3.0%

0

-20%
-30%

-2.8%

-3.1%

-10%
-20.3%

-4.6%

13.5%

6.9%

2.1%

1.9%

-11.8%
-16.3%

-22.5%
Japan

6.3%

Hong Kong

Australia

India

China

Malaysia

Singapore

Philippines

Indonesia

Thailand

Note: Equity deals include all transactions involving exchange of stock; cash deals include all transactions where the acquirer has purchased the target company’s stock in cash.
Source: Accenture analysis
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Developed versus developing markets
Deals initiated by companies in developing economies which
also targeted companies in developing economies had the
highest median total return to shareholders. Emerging markets
clearly enjoyed strong overall growth during the study period,
which contributed to this success. In addition, these deals
were the smallest average deal size (just over a billion dollars).

Acquirers from developed markets that attempted to buy
their way into the Asian Pacific growth markets targeted
midsized companies (average deal size $1.2 billion) but
struggled to create value from acquisitions in emerging
markets. Only savvy acquirers managed to deliver a positive
TRS to their shareholders.

Acquirer total return to shareholders versus industry index

Range=2nd and 3rd quartile (25th–75th percentile)
Median TRS

Acquirer TRS versus industry index
Developing–developing

-18%

Developing–developed

-16%

57%

13%

94%

Developed–developing

-33%

Developed–developed

-32%

Deal size ($ millions)
$1,047

340

-12%

22%

$3,971

-10%

14%

Number of deals

6

$1,206

-12%

110
$3,968

94

Source: Accenture analysis

Going global
Inbound investment attractiveness and the nature of M&A
spending differed significantly. The majority of deals in China,
Japan, Malaysia, the Philippines, Thailand and South Korea
took place within those countries, while acquisitions in Hong
Kong, India, Indonesia and Singapore predominantly involved
international acquirers. Hong Kong had the highest inbound
investment from outside of the APAC region (78 percent),
followed by India (44 percent). In general, Southeast Asian

nations were the targets of a greater number of international
buyers, and they rewarded those buyers with higher TRS—for
example, the median TRS for deals for US acquirers in Singapore
was 1.25, indicating that more than half of these deals were
significantly value-creating. International buyers from Thailand,
Malaysia and South Korea were the most consistently successful
in their Asian deals.

Median TRS of deals—target nation vs. acquirer nation

Represents value creating deals between target and acquirer

Median TRS (2002–2011)

10%

Target nation
8%
6%
4%
2%
0

1.17
.95
.98
.86
1.00

.81
.85
1.10
1.05

.83
.88
.88
.69
1.21
.82

Australia

China

Hong Kong

1.06
.52
1.50

.99
1.03

1.25

.52
1.49
.68

1.19

1.27

1.57

1.16
.77
.85

1.13
.90
1.04

.67
.69
.71

1.24
.61
1.30

India

Indonesia

Japan

Malaysia

1.09
.51
1.31
.79

1.08

1.42
1.26
.76

1.13
.79
1.00
.52
1.14

.74
1.25

1.57

1.13

1.08

1.09

Philippines

Singapore South Korea

1.98
.89
1.22
Thailand

Acquirer nation
United Arab Emirates

Switzerland

Philippines

Indonesia

Canada

United States

Spain

Malaysia

India

Australia

United Kingdom

South Korea

Luxembourg

Hong Kong

Thailand

Singapore

Japan

China

Source: Accenture analysis
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About the research
We examined the 50 largest M&A deals from 11 geographies in the Asia
Pacific region for a total of 550 deals made by publicly traded acquirers
between June 2002 and February 2011, and we looked at their financial
performance two years after the deal was announced (through February
2013). The 11 geographies were Australia, China, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia,
Japan, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, South Korea and Thailand. We
used total return to shareholders (TRS) relative to a Dow Jones Asia Pacific
Industry Index as our measure of M&A success. While we recognize that no
single right way exists to measure performance, TRS provides an objective,
quantifiable street-level view of a deal’s success.
We measured the acquiring company’s TRS relative to its Dow Jones Asia
Pacific Industry Index 24 months after the deal’s announcement date. This
enabled us to capture the impact of integrating the target and the longer-term
benefits of the acquisition.

Asian growth has been one of
the primary economic success
stories of the past decade, and the
region remains incredibly dynamic.
Japan has reset its economy for
future growth even as momentum
gradually slows in India and China.
It is unclear whether the M&A
success rates of the past 10 years
will be sustained in the future
or if this period benefited from a
unique set of circumstances. Still,
our findings paint a picture of a
strongly emerging M&A market
where timing, deal size, location,
industry and financing approach
all have an impact on the success
of the deal.
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